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HISTORY 

Miss Mary Ewing Outerbridge was unquestionable one of New York's 

most respectable young ladies. Being from a Staten Island family that 

was socially prominent, and extremely wealthy, it was a considerable 

shock when Miss Outerbridge, returning from a holiday in Bermuda in 

March, 1874, had problems getting through customs in New York. 

Certainly she looked like anything but a smuggler, but in her lug

gage inspectors found some curious and unidentifiable objects. There 

was a long narrow net that did not seem to be designed for catching fish, 

and there were several strangely shaped objects which had long handles 

and webbed heads. Miss Outerbridge simply explained that these things 

were equipment for a new outdoor game called sphairistike; however, her 

explanation was only Greek to the inspectors. 

A few weeks later, passengers on boats sailing oast the grounds of 

the Staten Island Cricket and Baseball Club were puzzled to observe a 

game that was being played on the fresh green grass that was neither 

cricket nor baseball. They were humored to watch ladies and gentlemen 

running about and expressing cries of exhileration while hitting a 

bouncing rubber ball with some sort of bat over a net held between two 

posts. Tennis had come to America. 

Business executives at the Love 40 Club built atop a midtown Man

hattan skyscraper squeeze an hour of tennis into their vigorous daily 

curriculum; tennis buffs improve their game at resorts, camos, and 

clinics which boast of the finest facilities and manicured professional 

instruction; housewives that enjoy tennis leave their children at the 



nursery provided by the local club and thus beat the monotony of daily 

life at home; and the weekend player takes advantage of his neighborhood 

courts which have become just as important a necessity to public recrea-

tion as softball fields and playgrounds. 

Avid amateur participation has developed tennis as the nation's 

fastest growing sport. Twenty million Americans presently olay the game, 

up 12 million since 1960, and each year 500,000 newcomers take to the 
3 

courts. This substantial growth is attributed to the efforts of the 

United States Tennis Association, an organization founded in 1881 that 

since has devoted its time to the promotion of tennis. Its programs have 

been oriented towards the development of youngsters; as a result, a pool 

of lifetime players will continue to feed the industry which today rep

resents a $500 million market. 

Tennis has fertilized the success of other related sporting activi

ties. Racquetball, once a mistrusted companion of handball for fear of 

ruining court walls, has recently sprouted in private clubs and YMCA's 

across the nation. Being easy to learn, play, and to become competent, 
5 

over half a million enthusiasts have discovered the game. Racquetball's 

leading equipment manufacturers are producing 25 times as many balls and 

12 times as many racquets as they were in the early seventies. A sport 

whose supply of balls was completely depleted in 1949 faces a new horizon 

as one of the nation's fastest growing indoor sports. 

Obviously, tennis today has emerged with a totally different image 

than humorously experienced by its pioneer spectators. Once in the grasp 

of the elite only, the sport has expanded and is currently enjoyed by 

those from all levels of the social structure as a situation suitable for 



family participation, a compact urban exercise, and socialization. 

Professional tournaments which advertise the talents of Jimmy Conners, 

Arthur Ashe, and Rod Laver supplemented by the tremendous amount of 

exposure unleashed by the mass media nourish a strong spectator inter

est that today doesn't have anybody laughing. 

CONCEPT 

It is evident that tennis and racquetball strongly reinforce the 

recreational background of our leisure oriented society. The accomo

dation of adequate facilities and supplementary activities for these 

sports bound in a recreational and social environment suitable for the 

taste of the private club member and his family, describes the objective 

of the Rowlett Creek Racquet Club. Spectatorship, performance of sports 

for competitiveness and enjoyment, methods of instruction, health, and 

fitness, and social activity are elements of the structuring process. 

Appropriately knotting these loose ends together will promote a spirit 

of sport, recreation, and leisure which the active club member may find 

rewarding. 



FEASIBILITY 

Tennis courts are economic entities that are influences by the 

supply and demand factor; therefore, an economic analysis is necessary 

for the market factors affecting the proposed club. Major considerations 

of the analysis are: 

1) survey of existing competitive tennis facilities 

2) computation of a numerical relationship between the 
present tennis court and population situation accord
ing to income characteristics. 

3) analysis of future population projections 

Representing a population of 125,000 residents. Garland provides 

46 public tennis courts supplemented by a small amount of private courts 
g 

located in the various apartment complexes. Over fifty per cent of its 

family households earn $15,000 or more yearly which is the income earned 

by those families that become members of racquet clubs. Thus the ratio 

of private and public courts is approximately 1 per 600 families in the 

$15,000 or more bracket. With the population projected to reach 180,000 

by 1985, much of it expanding towards the proposed site located in a newly 

developed section of Garland, combined with the extremely conservative 

ratio of tennis courts per eligible family, the need for more facilities 

is apparent. 

FINANCING 

Initially, the construction and operation of the Rowlett Creek Racquet 

Club may produce taxable losses through interest and taxes during the con

struction phase of the project. Since the possibility of initial losses 

exist, the corporation for taxation purposes shall be organized as a 



LOCATION 

The site is located in a newly developed area of Garland on the 

western shore of the Rowlett Creek arm of Lake Ray Hubbard. Several 

recently built subdivisions intermingled with a flock of others in 

their embryo stage lie in the immediate area to the northwest of the 

site. One mile to the southeast resides Garland's latest high school 

which is scheduled to open in August 1976, and one mile to the north

west is the location of Eastern Hills Country Club. Being one of the 

major outdoor recreational facilities in the Dallas Metropolitan Area, 

this lake has had a tremendous amount of influence on urban development 

around its shores; moreover, this was a favorable consideration for 

site selection. 

Operating as both a water impounding reservoir and a peaking pool 

in the Dallas Water Supply System, the lake will not serve as a flood 

control reservoir; therefore, the water level is not expected to be 

15 subject to extreme fluctuations. 

DESCRIPTION 

A gentle slope that creeps towards the lake describes the site's 

terrain. The crest of the slope boasts of a pleasant view across the 

lake and down its shoreline which provides an appropriate setting for a 

private club. Protection from the strong north, northwest, west, and 

southwest winds prevelant on the main body of the lake represents an 

added advantage of the Rowlett Creek arm. 
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Access to the site is via Wynn Joyce, a feeder street to the area's 

subdivisions, which intersects Broadway, a main traffic artery of Gar

land. Presently a short lakeshore drive extends from Wynn Joyce across 

the bottom of the site terminating at a public boat ramp which serves the 

boating and fishing activities for this portion of the lake. Other seg

mented drives such as this one exist along the lake's shores. Eventually 

a linkage system will provide a continuous lakeshore drive; as a result, 

a significant increase in vehicular traffic will occur. 

Interstate 30, situated 1 mile to the southeast, culminates the 

site's nearest major highway. A proposed major thoroughfare that will 

even pass closer will enhance future lakeshore development in the Wynn 

18 
Joyce vicinity. 

SOILS 

Burleson clay represents the classification of soil on the site. 

It is described as a finely textured type of soil that is characteristic 

of a high shrink-swell potential. Adequate water runoff is allowed, and 

19 depth to rock below the surface is many feet. 

UTILITIES 

A 6" sewer line and a 36" waterline represent the utilities that 

run under Wynn Joyce. 
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T- FIRE PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS 

a. Since the immediate area surrounding the site is relatively 

undeveloped, the site presently does not constitute a fire 

district. 

2. CLASSIFICATION OF BUILDING BY OCCUPANCY 

a. Assembly type E-2 which represents places of assembly that 

have a capacity of 75 or more persons but less that 700, and 

business type B-1 which represents buildings occupied for the 

sale and display of merchandise are the tynes of classification. 

3. EXITS 

a. Every room or floor space of a building occupied by 75 persons 

or more shall not have less than 2 exits. 

b. In group E-2, small assembly places, there shall at least be 

2 exitways. 

4. SPRINKLERS AND STANDPIPES 

a. Sprinklers and standpipes shall be classified as ordinary hazard 

groups. Standpipes will be required for a building with 2 stories 

or more in height. 

5. MIXED OCCUPANCY AND SEPARATION REQUIREMENTS 

a. A mixed occupancy building shall be governed by the height and 

area limitations applying to the principal use within. Accessory 

occupancies shall not exceed the area limitations or be located 

at a story height greater than that permitted for such accessory 

occupancy and type of construction being used. 

b. The minimum fire resistance of construction separating occupancy 

group E-2 and B-1 shall be 2 hour fire resistance separation. 
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6. HEATING REQUIREMENTS 

a. A central heating boiler and/or furnace of any input capacity 

installed in a building having a capacity for its particular 

use of more than 75 persons of group E assembly occupancy, 

shall be separated from the rest of such building by walls or 

partitions, floor and ceiling construction of not less than 

2 hours. 

7. DESIGN LIVE LOADS 

a. Assembly places with moveable seats 60 

b. Balconies and galleries with hioveable seats 60 

c. Offices 50 

d. Bleachers 100 

8. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

a. All walls and partitions for enclosing stairs, passageways, or 

corridors which are used for exits, or enclosing rooms used for 

exit purposes in group E assembly occupancies, shall be constructed 

20 
of not less than 2 hour fire resistance. 

9. PARKING 

21 
a. Seven spaces per court is adequate. 
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The pro shop characterizes the central focus of operations within 

the racquet club. Control of tennis and racquetball activities com

bined with the display of apparel and equipment describe its primary 

functions. Promotion of a high amount of people traffic within this 

area is a consequence of the importance of these functions. 

Operation of the pro shop is 7 days a week from 7:30 a.m. when the 

club opens to 10:30 p.m. when the tennis and racquetball activities 

close. The area must be locked away from nightly activity and some 

type of alarm system must be provided. 

Since the pro is involved with instructional programs and other 

activities, he is unable to directly oversee the affairs of the shop. 

One supervisor can adequately handle the business during the light 

hours which occur before 5:30 p.m. on weekdays. During peak periods 

which occur on weekends, special holidays, and after 5:30 p.m. on 
po 

weekdays, two supervisors are needed to handle the business. 

COURT CONTROL 

Active tennis and racquetball members are required to confirm 

their arrival and validate court reservations at the pro shop a few 

minutes before their scheduled playing time. Courts are reserved in 

advance for a period of 1 hour for singles play and 1-1/2 hours for 

doubles play. In order to enforce the reservation system, this area 

must be situated for predominance of visual control of court accessi

bility. Having a view of the tennis courts, the shop supervisor will 

be able to oversee tennis activities; fufthermore, the utilization of 
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of a P.A. system can strengthen enforcement of club policies and also 

aid in paging services. Regulation of the court lighting systems and 

the availability of general information substantiate other responsibili

ties within the pro shop. 

SALES AND DISPLAY 

The pro shop exhibits a proportionately low overhead, high volume 

dollar producing area to which the maximum eye and sales appeal should 

be provided; therefore, a flexible display area should be a significant 

23 

design consideration. Periodically rearranging the merchandise pre

sents the customer with a fresh, new appearance. New traffic patterns 

are created in the layout thereby directing customers to areas where 

sales need to be stimulated. Flexibility inspires the duplication of 

24 a new image thus seasonal items may be highlighted. 

Adjustable display fixtures are an essential element of flexibility, 

traffic flow, and profitable merchandising. Display equipment that 

allows the customer to easily view and touch merchandise from any angle 

25 

dramatically increases the sales potential. Highlighting select dis

plays with creative lighting techniques illuminates interest upon special 

merchandise. Spotlight lighting, tract lighting, and recessed flourescent 

lighting are methods incorporated for appropriate accents. 

Merchandise should be placed on the display racks rather than being 

confined to the storage area. This procedure eliminates the risk of 

losing sales. A ratio of 3 feet of display area to 1 foot of storage 
27 

space is an adequate planning formula. 



OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
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a. inventory 

tennis balls 

tennis shoes 

sport shirts 

sweaters 

dresses 

hats 

sweat outfits 

shorts 

b. storage 

tennis shoes 

tennis balls 

racquetballs 

handballs 

jackets 

tennis bags 

handball gloves 

racquetball racquets 

handballs 

racquetballs 

racquet strings 

racquet covers 

2 ball machines 

racquetball covers 

racquet strings 

1 - 3 drawer filing cabinet 

c. racquet restringing 

The racquet restringing machine must be situated so that 

the pro shop supervisor can operate the machine and over

see shop activities simultaneously. 

d. sales area 

The space allocated for the transaction of sales should be 

adequate for 3 people to handle customers. 

e. dressing area 

A dressing area is necessary for 1 person. 

f. display equipment 

pegboards 

rotary floor displays 

spiral racks 

wall fixtures 

adjustable shelving 

chrome racks 

rotan mannequins 

full length mannequins 
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g. pros' offices 

Being involved with a spectrum of activities such as instruction, 

development,programs, and tournament configuration, the tennis 

and racquetball pro each require a private space for organization 

One small desk, 2 chairs, and 1 - 3 drawer filing cabinet are 

adequate for each work area. 

\ 



LOCKER ROOMS 
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Generally, the locker rooms will be removed from the lounge and 

28 
pro shop areas of the club. Its situation will enable it to service 

the recreational courts and swimming facilities. Separate dressing and 

shower areas should be accommodated for the adults and teen-agers. 

Plumbing considerations are significant in locker room planning. 

Plumbing installations should keep the "wet areas" together with access 

to a nearby towel room. Wet areas are described as showers, sauna, 

toilet facilities and whirlpool. Thoughtful planning should consider 

29 
proper access, delivery, and installation of this type of equipment. 

a. lockers 

A ratio of 7 or more lockers per court is an adequate figure 
, 30 

for men's lockers. The requirement is less for women s. 

200 men's 

130 women's 

50 boys 

40 girls 

b. showers 

A ratio of 3/4 showers per court designates the amount of 

showers needed for the men, and 1/2 showers per court shall 

accommodate the women. Women's facilities require private 
31 

showers and dressing booths. 

12 men's 

8 women's 

3 boys 

3 girls 
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closets 
No. of 
Persons 

1-15 

16-35 

36-55 

56-80 

81-110 

111-150 

No. of 
Fixtures 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

lavatories 

No. of 
Persons 

1-15 

16-35 

36-60 

61-90 

91-125 

No. of 
Fixtures 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

add 1 fixture for each 
additional 40 persons 

add 1 fixture for each 
additional 45 persons 32 

d. whirlpool and sauna 

Men's and women's locker rooms each should accommodate 1 

whirlpool and 1 sauna. An 8' X 7' whirlpool seats 5 people 

and an allowance of 5' is necessary for the surrounding area. 
33 A 6' X 6' sauna that seats 5-6 people is suitable. Young 

adults will be restricted from the sauna and whirlpool. 

e. towel room and drying area 

The drying area in each of the dressing rooms should be situ

ated near the showers with an access to a nearby towel room 

where clean and soiled towels may be stored. 
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The concept of the exercise area is to compliment the adult 

member's tennis or racquetball game. Utilization of the area for 

stretching muscles before a match or as an auxiliary exercise set 

up for trimming and slimming is common among members. Both men 

and women will share the facility so an arrangement is necessary 

that is easily accessible to their respective locker rooms. Young 

adults will not be allowed in this area. 

Since an exercise instructor promotes an impractical club ex

penditure, the selection of potentially hazardous equipment has been 

eliminated. Choice of equipment is that which is readily assimilated 

by the inexperienced exerciser. Exercise charts will be available on 

the wall to help encourage instruction and safety. 

The choice of equipment allows a maximum of 18 people to exercise 

in this area thus an extreme amount of noise may be generated. Selec

tion of good quality carpet can aid in noise reduction, however other 

considerations may be necessary. Good ventilation is important due 

to the amount of users and type of activity. 

a. equipment 

8 station universal gymn vibrator massager 

thigh, knee and leg conditioner butterfly machine 

exercycle body twist machine 

roller massager scales 

jogger mirrors 

sit up rack w/2 slant boards 



rENNiS COURTS 
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Fifteen tennis courts, one of which will be a championship court, 

supplemented by an instructional practice alley encompasses the tennis 

facilities. This arrangement allows approximately 40 members per court 

which is.an appropriate figure for private outdoor clubs. In the initial 

planning of the facility, 8 of the courts will be lighted. Lighting for 

the remaining courts may be necessary when the club approaches its 

maximum membership. 

a. court size 

dimensions: 36' X 78' 

Minimums of 12' and 21' are allowed between courts and between 

the baseline and fence of courts respectively. 

b. windscreens 

Windscreens achieve sun deflection, wind control and privacy. 

Being dark in color for visual contrast, they are attached to 

the fence area behind the baseline. Removement and storage is 

necessary in very high winds. Sections are 50 to 60' long 

and 6 to 9' high. 

c. fencing 

height: 10' 

d. net 

dimensions: 3-1/4'.hl$h^X^42' long. 

WAITING AREA 

Players waiting for their partners to arrive require an area within 

the clubhouse to seat themselves until their scheduled court time. An 

atmosphere that encourages socialization between those participating in 

athletic activities is the conceptual basis; furthermore, this prevents 

this type of activity from occurring in the pro shop and thus disrupting 

its operation. 
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Other seating areas integrated within and around the tennis courts 

may allow courtside comfort and viewing. Providing adequate shade is a 

prime consideration. Space is desired in these areas to place tennis bags 

or other such equipment. The availability of water fountains within 

these layouts adds to membership convenience. 

a. interior waiting 

seating for 25 

An area that provides club members with visual information about 

club activities is desired within this waiting area. Information 

concerning league standings within the club, special events, 

and announcements will be posted here. 

b. exterior waiting 

seating for 4 servicing ewery 2 courts 

ORIENTATION 

The proper orientation of tennis courts depends on the latitude of 

the site and also the particular season of the year.that promotes exten

sive use. Courts constructed below 42 degrees north latitude, the loca

tion of the site, are usually situated slightly to the northwest and 

37 southeast. Orientation for ideal conditions throughout the year is 

impossible. 

BACKGROUND DISTRACTIONS 

Noise levels of the parking l»ot and other background activity 

beyond the site lines create disturbances; therefore, considerations are 

necessary to minimize these distractions. Screening the courts with 

proper vegetation can help eliminate the problem. Cautton is advised in 
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the selection of vegetation so that unnecessary shadows and leaves on 

the playing surfaces are alleviated. Locating the courts away from 

disturbing activities would also be helpful. 

DRAINAGE 

Drainage is one of the most important factors of the tennis site. 

Surface drainage and subsurface drainage must be investigated before 

construction begins. 

Surface drainage becomes significant where excavation is required. 

When embankments or slopes are utilized to provide changes in elevation 

for water runoff, a minimum ratio of 1 vertical unit to 3 horizontal 
oo 

units is necessary. 

Subsurface drainage handles water that is naturally draining through 

the earth. This water must be collected by some type of subsurface 

drainage device in order to eliminate unstable areas under the court 

surface. 

SUBSURFACING 

As a result of the plastic-type of soil present on the site, a non-

porous surface will be required for the tennis courts. This particular 

selection permits the water to drain off of the surface rather than through 

it. Effective drainage is from corner to corner at a slope of 1 inch every 

10 feet.^^ 

Planning for a non-porous surface that is cushioned will be an impor-

40 
tant factor in maintaining members 35 years of age and over. This type 
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allow adjustment so that the player can experiment with a variety 

of shots at different speeds. 

The concept of the practice alley and ball machine is a sys

tem that provides a continuous feeding of balls through the machine 

thus contributing to an efficient use of time and labor. The sur

face of the alley slopes downward from the hitting area to the machine 

where a drain is incorporated. Canvas is placed behind the machine 

in order to deaden the shots. A description of the system's process 

begins as a ball is shot from the machine, then is stroked by the 

player into the canvas where it rebounds softly to the incline, rolls 

down into the drain and back into the machine for reloading. Over 

42 
200 strokes can be performed in a time span of 20 minutes. 

a. dimensions and slope 

dimensions: 18' wide X 30' long 

slope: 18" for every 30'. 

b. fencing 

A 12' fence is required behind the ball machine. 

c. lighting 

The practice alleys will be lighted for night activity. 

INSTRUCTION CLASSROOM 

The tennis and racquetball pros will utilize this area for the 

instruction of strategy classes which may involve up to 15 students. 

Employment of audio visual equipment will aid the pros in their instruc

tional programs, 

a. requirements 

seating for 16 film projector 

portable chalkboard film library 
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TOURNAMENTS 

Sponsoring local, regional and intra-club tennis tournaments 

will complement the club curriculum. Since local and regional racquet

ball events are also planned, outside tennis tournaments may be mini

mized for prevention of overloading the club's activities. The yearly 

schedule may include as many as 1 regional, 4 local, and 6 intraclub 

tournaments. Regional and local events may attract between 300 and 

450 entrants; furthermore, a 15 court facility can handle this load 

within 3 to 4 days.^^ 

The presence of spectators during important events may create 

circulation problems within'ithe clubhouse. A designated area centrally 

located among the tennis courts for the posting of match scores, match 

locations, and special announcements is desired to help alleviate the 

44 problem. Acting as an information center for tournament activity, 

spectator attraction will be strengthened around the court area rather 

than in the clubhouse. 

With the availability of respectable publicity medias within the 

surrounding area, public interest in special tournaments has potential. 

Consideration of a public entrance to the court from the parking area 

will prevent unnecessary traffic from passing through the clubhouse. 

a. championship court 

seating for 300 

umpire's stand 

scoreboard 
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b. tournament equipment 

chairs for linesman 

scoring stands 

signs with spectator rules 

bulletin boards 

singles sticks 



RACQUETBALL 
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Six courts will satisfy the racquetball and handball play. A high 

degree of participation is expected since these activities occur in an 

indoor situation which influences year-round use. Being characteristic 

of an excessive noise level, special planning considerations for these 

activities is necessary. 

Design elements 6f the courts include a spectator viewing area 

and player access to the courts; furthermore, eachof these activities 

transpires at a different level. Spectator viewing is above the playing 

area while court entrance is at the playing area level. Since spectators 

in most cases represent members who are waiting to play, an access be

tween the two levels is desired. 

The spectators gallery should be located on the back wall of the 

court. A rail separates the gillery from the court thus spectators are 

able to lean into the court and expand their visibility. Even though 

most people prefer to lean on the rail, some lightweight moveable seating 

should be provided for membership convenience. 

a. court size 

20' wide X 40' long X 20' high 

The back wall may be 12' high to allow for viewing in the courts. 

b. lighting 

illumination level: 50 ft. candles 

types: flourescent row lighting, recessed incandescent lights, 

recessed mercury vapor 

c. HVAC system 

An HVAC system that will result in 6 air changes per hour is 

necessary. 
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d. maintenance 

Maintenance of court surface and walls requires periodic 

cleaning with mild soap and water. 

TOURNAMENTS 

Racquetball tournaments will include approximately 1 regional, 

2 local, and 6 club events. Regional and local tennis and racquetball 

tournements will not be scheduled simultaneously. A maximum of 300 

entrants could be handled by the 6 court facility. The spectator gallery 

will not adequately facilitate tournament attendance; as a result, one 

of the proposed courts shall be a championship court with seating for 

200. Consideration is important for public entrance to the court area 

to avoid circulation congestion in the clubhouse. 



SWIMMING 
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Representing an area that is primarily occupied by the teen-agers, 

the swimming pool flourishes on a relationship between teen-age locker 

and recreational facilities. Activities that occur in and around the 

pool are distracting to formal dining and lounging areas of the club. 

Sufficient separation by means of space, screenplanting, or grade changes 

may eliminate disturbances created by children from the formal clubhouse 

functions. Prevention of children entering the clubhouse in swimming 

attire is recommended. A direct access to the pool from the parking lot 

shall accommodate their arrival. 

POOL DESIGN 

Criteria for establishing the peak load of people who will use the 

pool at one time is 11% of the total membership. Peak use of the pool 

should be expected on weekends and holidays. A planning guide of 25 so. 

ft. per swimmer is adequate for sizing the swimming need. Since children 

are frequent users of the facility, up to 80% of the pool may be shallow 

46 
water less than 5 ft. deep. 

Decks are preferably located so that sunbathers will be facing into 

the sun between noon and 4 p.m. Deck orientation should face the sun-

bathers towards the shallow end of the pool so they can observe the main 

pool activities. This arrangement will readily accommodate the diving 

47 
section so that the high sun is situated behind the diving boards. 

Outside walkways should never be less than 12 ft. wide. Concrete 

is generally accepted as the finishing material for pool decks; however, 

stone and brick pavings furnish attractive design opportunities. Fencing 

should enclose the deck area so that life guards may control the premises 
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a. pool size 

110 swimmers @ 2700 sq. ft. 

b. diving area 

Diving boards should accommodate 1 diver per board; furthermore, 

each board should provide an area for 6 people waiting to dive. 

A minimum of 200 sq. ft. per diver is recommended for the diving 

area of the pool. 

c. shell equipment 

drain ladders 

surface skimmers underwater light 

inlets lifeguard stand 

d. deck area 

A deck that is 1.6 times larger than the pool area is required 

for the indicated size of the pool. An area of 4400 sq. ft. is 

needed. 

MECHANICAL AND STORAGE 

An area for the storage of mechanical equipment, chemicals, and 

cleaning equipment is needed. A chlorine room located in the mechanical 

room enables convenient servicing. Sufficient space for the placement, 

replacement, and servicing of each piece of equipment must be allocated. 

a. mechanical equipment 

filter 

chlorinator 

pump 

strainer 

heater 

valve assembly 
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b. maintenance equipment 

pool sweep 

leaf skimmer 

floor and wall brush 

chlorine 

vacuum 

c. pool and deck equipment 

ropes 

floats 

lounging chairs 

decking furniture 

SNACK BAR 

A snack bar will be available at the pool area in order to prevent 

swimmers from entering the clubhouse for food and drinks. Service to the 

snack bar and maintenance difficulties imposed on the pool facility are 

items for consideration. 

a. equipment 

hot plate undercounter refrigerator 

fryer sandwich unit 

griddle ice machine 

equipment stand 



TEEN-AGE AREA 
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Teen-agers represent a minority of the club membership. Some 

of the adult areas are restricted from them in order to prevent dis-

ruptance of activities. Since family participation is important to 

the club, recreational areas and activities for the young adults 

should be provided so that they may be a part of the curriculum. 

RECREATIONAL AREA 

Teen-agers feel inhibited when they are under the watchful eye 

of adults. This area should allow them to have a small portion of 

the club to themselves for enjoyment of socialization and recreation 

without disturbing other activities. Consideration for materials that 

are durable and easily maintained is necessary. 

a. equipment 

2 ping pong tables 

2 pool tables 

2 foosball tables 

lounging furniture 

NURSERY 

Activity of the nursery is from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. with the busiest 

time occurring during the morning hours. This is the period of day that 

housewives enjoy club activities. One attendent can handle a maximum of 

8 children. 
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a. requirements 

2 small tables with 8 chairs 

cubicle shelving for storage of toys 

2 baby cribs 

2 play pads 

bathroom with toilet and sink 

^ 



GRILL AREA 
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Members come to the grill area after participating in athletic 

activities. The grill operates all day thus it serves the members on 

an irregular basis from morning until night. The grill may also serve 

sandwiches to the bar as well as the bar serving drinks to the grill. 

Seating for 50 should accommodate club turnover. 

BAR 

The bar represents one of the main profitmakers in private club 

operations. Approximately 60% of the members who are of drinking age 

become bar patrons; furthermore, men account for 80% of this figure. 

In order to maintain a high profit level the bar must operate in 

a fashion that eliminates pilverage and liquor waste. Clubs today utilize 

a liquor dispensing system which avoids this situation. This system 

allows liquor transfer from the storeroom to the mixing area by means 

of plastic tubes. Each shot of liquor is registered on a meter thus the 

quantity used can be accounted for. Since employee entrance to the 

storage area is unnecessary, it may be kept locked; therefore, access is 

controlled by the manager. 

a. seating 

18 people 

b. equipment 

beer dispenser 

liquor dispenser 

soft drink dispenser 

under counter refrigerator 

glass washing sink 

drain board 

2 blenders 

ice machine 

shelving for glasses and towels 
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c. storage area 

wine cases 

liquor cases 

d. toilets 

Toilets available to the bar, grill, and card areas are necessary. 

CARD AREA 

Relaxation and enjoyment of adult card games describes the activities 

that occur. Drinks may be permitted in the area, but food shall not be 

in order to eliminate maintenance work. Separate areas are needed for 

the men and women. Four card tables may serve each area. 
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Social activity at private clubs are influenced by locational 

factors. Garland currently represents a dry liouor area; however, 

a special license can be obtained for this tyne of operation. Even 

though Dallas is nearby, the availability of social activity close 

to the membership may influence the amount of club participation in 

the social curriculum. Utilizing the pleasant lakeside view with the 

social area will add to the effect. 

Activities of the social area should be separated from the athletic 

functions. Freeflowing circulation between these two areas should be 

prevented; furthermore, a separate entrance should accommodate the 

formal arrival. 

FORMAL DINING 

Activities that may occur in the formal dining area are banquets, 

dances, wedding receptions, private luncheon affairs, and evening dining. 

Club members and non-members alike will participate in these activities. 

This participation is characterized by the expected arrival of a member 

for a planned function and the unexpected arrival of a member for casual 

visitation. The variety of these activities as well as the difference of 

intentions of the user reinforce a flexible arrangement for the formal 

dining area. 

A private club may sponsor as many as 4 dances a month, 1 being a 

planned club activity with the remaining representing private parties. 

Private luncheons for doctors, lawyers, etc., may occur 2 or 3 times a 

week.^ The nature of these activities should consider acoustical situ

ations created by dance bands and speaking affairs. 
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Since the dance floor will be incorporated in the dining area, 

dining space must be adequate to handle seating for those occasions 

on which the dance floor must be free, otherwise a furniture moving 

problem is created which is most costly to the club and inconvenient 

to members and guests. 

a. planning criteria 

A figure of 15 square feet per person will allow for major 

aisles 42" to 48" wide, intermediate aisles 36" wide, and 

service stands for storing of condiments, silver, coffee, 
52 water, and ice. 

b. dining areas 

main dining - 300 people 

2 private dining - 25 and 60 people 

Food circulation of these areas should occur through the 

kitchen and not through the main dining area. 

c. storage 

portable bar 

300 chairs 

75 tables 

d. check room 

100 coats at 5 coats per linear foot 

e. toilets 

The toilets should be accessible to the dining area as well as 

the lounge and the cocktail lounge. 

COCKTAIL LOUNGE 

The cocktail lounge opens around 6 P.M. when club activities pick up. 

Since members utilize the area for a before dinner cocktail, it associates 

a prominent relationship between the formal lounging and dining functions. 
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These functions may be situated in the same general area for accessi

bility, but not in the same visual space where each confronts the other. 

Bar patrons feel inhibited in such an atmosphere.^^ 

a. seating 

40 people 

b. equipment 

beer dispenser 

liquor dispenser 

soft drink dispenser 

under counter refrigerator 

glass washing sink 

drain board 

2 blenders 

ice machine 

shelving for glasses and towels 

c. storage area 

wine cases 

liquor cases 

LOUNGE 

The club lounge provides an area where members may wait to parti

cipate in club activities or converge in passive recreation. Being sel

dom occupied for long periods of time, it should not be designated to 

provide seating for large groups of gatherings and affairs. Viewing to 

the tennis courts and an open, airy, and spacious atmosphere within are 

qualities desired. Access to a viewing terrace may handle an overflow 

during peak periods. 
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Seating arrangements that permit separate conversation areas are 

necessary. Furniture may be in the form of large type sofas, smaller 

sofas, and comfortable chairs. Appropriate furnishings are those that 

are not easily moved so members won't rearrange the formal groupings. 

In order to accomodate this situation, lightweight seating will be an 

essential element. 



ADMINISTRATIV/E 
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MANAGER 

The manager's office requires maximum privacy for the handling 

of difficulties among members and for organizing the daily activities 

concerning club operation. 

a. requirements 

desk and 2 chairs 

9 - 3 drawer filing cabinets 

vault 

storage 

PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

The program director develops special activities that stimulate 

membership involvement; as a result, a close relationship is created 

with the club members. 

a. requirements 

desk and 3 chairs 

typewriter and table 

3 - 3 drawer filing cabinets 

storage 

BOOKKEEPING AND SECRETARY 

The manager and program director will share the secretarial services 

a. requirements 

2 desks 

2 typewriters 

waiting area 

copy machine 

supply storage 
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CONFERENCE AREA 

A private assemblage space available to the management and club 

members is a requisite. Conductance of staff and membership committee 

meetings are two common activities. 

a. requirements 

seating for 8 

conference table 

STAFF ORGANIZATION 

Area 

management 

bookkeeping 

secretary 

pros 

kitchen 

maintenance 

pro shops 

swimming pool 

snack bar 

nursery 

Staff 

2 

CVJ 

2 

3 

10 

2 

4 

3 

3 

1 

Description 

full-time 

1 full-time, 1 part-time 

1 full-time, 1 part-time 

1 tennis, 1 tennis asst, 1 racquetball 

1 chef, 2 assts, 4 waiters,3 bartenders 

1 full-time, 1 part-time 

2 full-time, 2 part-time 

lifeguards, summertime only 

summertime only 

1 part-time 





KITCHEN 
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Considerations in kitchen planning should include the different 

types of functions the kitchen may perform. Equipment selection and 

layout should allow for the expansion and contraction process that 

involves the contrasting functions of formal buffet dining and daily 

informal dining. Efficient kitchen operation is a vital aspect of 

private clubs; in fact, many clubs have reinvested extra capital for 

54 
kitchen redesign. 

A well devised kitchen facility thrives on the relationship 

between areas. This parameter encompasses the logical sequence of 

work in each individual area and its relation to the total flow of 

work through the facility. Major objectives of an efficient layout are: 

1) proficient space utilization 

2) flexibility 

3) simplified production process 

RECEIVING AND STORAGE 

The receiving area requires an adjacent arrangement to the loading 

dock. It is recommended that the area be screened and covered since 

cartons and crates will be opened here. Planning the entrance for in

direct access into the food processing area by means of a vestibule pre

vents flies and other insects from getting into the food production areas. 

Main storage should be near the receiving area and in a logical line 

of routing to kitchen storage. Adequate storage for 15 days supply of 

55 
goods will be necessary. 

a. dry storage 

Dry storage should consist of a walkthrough area for placement of 

open cases of food, paper supplies, and staple goods. Adjustable 

wire shelving provides a flexible system for changing needs. 
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b. low temperature storage 

storage refrigerators should be near the point where food 

enters the production area. Walk-in refrigerator storage 

consists of a cooling area (36 degrees F.) and a frozen 

area (0 degrees F.). It is common to place the frozen area 

inside the cooling area in order to prevent temperature 

fluctuations. Reach-in refrigerator storage is needed for 

placement of small items. 

PREPARATION 

The receiving and storage area should be easily accessible to one 

end of the preparation area and provide unencumbered flow lines to any 

service areas from the place where the food is prepared. Adequate re

frigeration and freezer space is necessary for the elimination of unnec

essary trips to distant areas. 

a. cook unit 

The cook unit is the main production area. Work flow plans to 

and from this area should be as short as possible. Raw materials 

will arrive here from the meat and vegetable preparation areas 

and dry and low temperature storage. The cook needs ample working 

space adjacent to his equipment for placing these items prior to 

cooking and immediately after cooking. It is desirable to have the 

cook's unit close to the pot and pan washing area as well as in 

the center of the room with the other preparation areas around it. 

b. baker's unit 

In small facilities it is generally desirable to locate the baker's 

unit close to the cook's unit so that ovens?,sinks, mixers and 

other equipment may be shared. 
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c. salad unit 

The salad unit is best situated so the routing is in a straight 

line from the supply of raw materials to the serving area. This 

provides access to the chilled salads at the point of service 

with a minimum of transportation. 

d. preparation equipment 

microwave oven convection oven 

pot racks steam table and pass shelf 

2 deep fat fryers reach-in coolers 

griddle top range preparation tables 

open burner range 

FOOD SERVING AREA 

The food service area culminates the median between food production 

and service to the customer. Food moves here from preparation and is 

preserved in the fashion that it is to be served. Other supplementary 

items such as beverages are added. Apparatus for serving hot and cold 

55 
foods as well as beverage stations are acgeneral equipment description. 

a. equipment 

mobile cup and saucer dispenser 

coffee maker 

milk dispenser 

beverage counters 

ice tea dispenser 

ice and water station 

carbonated drink dispenser 

ice machine 

ice cream cabinet 

mobile glass dispenser 
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WAREWASHING 

A common area shall handle dishwashing and pot and pan washing. 

Enough space should be rpovided for clean and soiled items. 

a. equipment 

automatic dishwasher 

soak sink 

trash compactor 

3 compartmental sinks w/drainboards 

CHEF'S OFFICE 

A small office will be necessary for the chef for organizational 

purposes. Orientation of the office should allow the chef to oversee 

the delivery entrance. 

a. equipment 

1 small desk 

1 - 3 drawer filing cabinet 

EMPLOYEES AREA 

An area should be provided for the employees to store personal 

items during working hours. Consideration is necessary for observing 

employee entrance and exit to avoid pilverage. 

a. requirements 

10 lockers 

toilet 

punch clock 

table, 6 chairs 
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STORAGE 

a. equipment storage 

hot food servers 

vegetable servers 

salad servers 

pastry cart 

b. cleaning supplies 

mops 

brooms 

detergents 

soiled and clean linens 

TRASH DISPENSERS 

plate warmer 

urn cart 

tray carts 

cookery utensils 

Trash dispensers should easily be accessible from the outside 

kitchen door and adjoin the delivery entrance. 

VENTILATION 

Ventilation in food service areas cannot be independent of venti

lation in other parts of the building. Ventilation hoods should be 

placed over the dishwashing and cooking areas to eliminate steam and 

oil vapors which constitute fire hazards. Storage areas should be 
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ventilated to prevent spoilage of items. 
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MAINTENANCE AREAS 

Storage for maintenance activities that occur inside and outside 

the clubhouse is necessary. 

a. outside maintenance 

In addition to the space required for storage of maintenance 

equipment a small workshop may be necessary for building 

special props for tournaments and parties. 

rakes 

lawn mower 

paints 

shovels 

tools 

squeegees 

brooms 

mops 

windscreens 

b. terrace storage 

storage adjacent to terraced area should accommodate terrace 

furniture. 

c. inside maintenance 

slop sink 

mops 

brooms 

vacuum cleaner 

cleaning supplies 

LAUNDRY AREA 

Soiled towels, table cloths, and other items will be cleaned 

within the facility. 

a. requirements 
20 lb. washer detergent storage 

large dryer soiled and clean item storage 
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March 3, 1976 

Mr. Larry Bissell 
2613 36th Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79413 

Dear Mr. Bissell: 

We are in receipt of your February 23rd letter requesting infor
mation about the FRAMPTON system. 

Enclosed please find our F-62-SP catalog. Sweet's catalog, Kir-
lin lighting layout. Air Movement Statement, Chicago Mortgage and 
Proforma reports and set of shop drawings, plus DOWELOC^ brochure, 
and Sports Court Check List. We trust this information will be 
helpful in preparing your thesis. 

Perhaps you are aware, Mr. Bissell, we are the Number One court 
manufacturer in the country — our F-62-SP court being the "Cadillac" 
product in courts, and when installed to our specifications, issue 
a lifetime warranty. DOWELOC^ is the absolute "Tiffany" in squash 
court construction but because of price is sometimes prohibitive. 

Our distributor for Texas is: Homeguard Corporation, 11062 Harry 
Hines, Dallas, Texas 75229 (214/241-7888) and if you wish, you may 
contact him for further information. 

Thank you for your interest in the FRAMPTON COMPANY. 

Sincerely, 

Shir \£V Woodward 
Sales Co-ordinator 

SW/le 
End. 
cc: Homeguard 



January 28, 1976 

R O W L B T T C R E E K R A C Q U E T C L U B 

D.B. Frampton & Company-
SB South James Rd# 
Coltimbus, Ohio -̂3213 

Dear Sir; 

In order to graduate from the School of Architecture at Texas 
Tech University, the student must undertake a thesis project; 
consequently, I have selected to design the Rowlett Creek 
Racquet Club for Garland, Texas, 

It is my goal through extensive research to gather sufficient 
data in order to stimulate the formulation of new and imagin
ative ideas* Any information that your company may have con
cerning its product would be extremely helpful. 

Your remittance will be greatly appreciated. 

r.'-" 
Sincerely, 

Larry Bissell 



DEVOE LIGHTING CORPORATION 
OPERATIONAL DIVISION 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS CORP. 

800 EASTERN AVENUE. CARLSTADT. NEW JERSEY 07072 • 201-935-2300 

Gentlemen: 

May we be of assistance to you with regard to your project? We offer 
the world's finest lighting, heating and control systems for indoor 
and outdoor tennis, and enjoy the No. 1 position as the leading 
tnanufacturer--this is accomplished by our continuing research and 
development. 

We are a highly specialized organization, devoted to the recreational 
field offering fine, precise, highly engineered equipment at a 
reasonable price with the lowest maintenance for the owner. 

If you would like to have a Devoe representative call on you, or be 
P'lt on our mailing list, please fill out the return card. As a 
matter of fact, the Devoe representatives are highly trained technicians, 
and can be of great assistance to you in all phases of your facility. 

Our engineering department will be available to help you and your 
associates with any proposed technical problems. There is no obligation 
to you. 

Thank you for your interest in Devoe. 

Sincerely, 

DEUCE TENNIS SYSTEMS 

Juiltorny 
.bson 

^̂ -pL Sales Service Manager 



January 28,1976 

R O W I . e T T C R E E K R A C Q U E T C L U B 

Devoe Lighting Corporation 
800 Eastern Ave. 
Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072 

Dear Sir: 

In order to graduate from the School of Architecture at Texas 
Tech University, the student must undertake a thesis project; 
consequently, I have selected to design the Rowlett Creek 
Racquet Club for Garland, Texas. 

It is my goal through extensive research to gather sufficient 
data in order to stimulate the formulation of new and imagin
ative ideas. Any information that your company may have con
cerning its product would be extremely helpful. 

Your remittance will be greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Bissell 



ASLC A O O H C S S 

AWTCNIS^NCW YORK 

STANLEY MALLESS W. E. HESTER, JR. JOSEPH E CARRICO HUNTER L DELA70URJR MARVIN P RICHMOND 
v N c . i o c N T r i n s T v i c e pwes iocNT secoNO vice PwesioeNT 

INOlAHAPOLia, INO JACHSON, MISS C M I C * 0 0 . ILL 
secoeTAMT 

» 0 » T O L « V»Ll.t» C*.. 
" •CASuaea 

• .(•SAS C " M-

UNITED STATES LAWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION 
I N C O R P O R A T C O 

S I E A S T 4 2 M O S T R E E T N E W Y O R K . N . Y . I O O I T 

Henry A. Talbeit, Jr. 
USTA 

Tenuis Dovelopmeiit Piogjam 
51 Kast 42iid Street 
New Yorl:, New York 10017 

1212) 9 5 3 1 0 2 0 

G E O R G E W. O O W E N 

February 5, 1976 

Mr, Larry Bissell 
2613 36th Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79413 

Dear Mr. Bissell: 

This is a response to your 28 January letter requesting USTA information. 

Junior development breaks down into two halves with our organization -
star programs and grass roots or recreational. The former is concerned with the 
top tournament youngsters. The latter with youth who play the game as a sport. 
Our office is concerned with these children in recreational tennis and offers infor
mation on group instruction, films and publications for their use. Additional infor
mation on local junior development activities may be obtained from: 

Carolyn Moody 
P. O. Box 192 
Austin, Texas 78767 

Additional information on tennis clinics and financing is enclosed for your 
information. 

Sincerely, 

(^l3Lh 
enry Ay^albert 

HAT:ah 
Enclosures: 

Workshop reprint from Tennis USA 
How to form Patrons Group, financing facilities book 
Guidelines to financing USTA junior programs via NTD Programs 

'PETIME — BECOME A LIFE MEMBER 



January 28, 1976 

R O W / L E T T C R E E K R A C Q U E T C U U B 

U.S. Tennis Association 
Tennis Development Program 
51 East ̂ •2nd St» 
New York, New York 10017 

Dear Sir: 

In order to graduate from the School of Architecture at Texas 
Tech University, the student must undertake a thesis project; 
consequently, I have selected to design the Rowlett Creek 
Racquet Club for Garland, Texas. 

It is my goal through extensive research to gather sufficient 
data in order to stimulate the formulation of new and imagin
ative" ideas. Any information that you may have on Junior 
Development Programs would be extremely helpful. 

Your remittance will be greatly^ appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Bissell 



Gi SUMNER 
ARCHITECTS, IIMC. 
OOroTTON EXCHANGE BlDG.UAiiA'. Tx 75201 214/7416447 

NEW ADDRESS 

DALLAS BUILDERS MART NORTH • SUITE 260 
14001 GOLDMARK DRfVE • DALLAS TEXAS 7 i : 4 " 

November 12, 1975 

Mr. Larry Bissell 
2613 36th Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79413 

In answer to your letter, we would be more then happy to 
provide extensive information on indoor-outdoor tennis court 
construction and handball. 

I think it would require a trip to Dallas to look at our two 
clubs. We have Centre Tennis in Richardson which is completed 
and one which is almost completed in Arlington. I certainly think 
it would be worth your while to visit our clubs. Let us know if 
you can make the trip and we will be more then happy to help you. 

TECTS, INC. 

Charles Greener, AIA 
Chai rman 

CWG/ is ^S 

HES W C-RESNe 



September 12, 1976 

R O W L E T T C R E E K R A C Q U E T C L U B 

Greener & Sumner Architects, Inc. 
100 Cotton Exchange Building 
Dallas, Texas 75201 

Dear Sir: 

Being involved in architectural thesis work at Texas Tech 
University. I am in need of information concerning tennis 
and racquetball court design and construction. Any inform
ation that your firm may have concerning these areas would 
be extremely helpful. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Bissell 
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MODEL NO. 67 
BOARD 

MODEL NO. 64 
BOARD W/KNEE FLEX 

Length - 8 2 " Shinoin.i Wt. 80 Lbs. 
Width - 17" 

I 
(Rack Ofiiv Der 
4 Height Positions \\ : 
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TWO POSITION 
DyPLEX BODY TWIST MACHINE 

M i 

3s^y3£^lX^H 

> i - ••• • ' • •>* 

MODEL NO. 281 

Designed in the same rugged manner as our Model 
No. 38, the Two-Position Duplex Body Twist 
Machine features . . . 

TWO SEPARATE EXERCISE POSITIONS 
STANDING OR SEATED 

. . . and is designed for use by two people 
simultaneously. 

!ffi<6<ae^UX2rf^ 



MACHINE 

JOG MASTER 
ADJUSTABLE TREADMILL 

Length - 5 4 " 
Width 3 3 " 

Height 2 5 " 
Shipping Wt. - 220 Lbs. 

SPECIFICATIONS J 
Floor Space Required - 47" x 22" I 
Shipping Weight - 130 Lbs. |̂  

! 
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112 SITE IMPROVEMENTS 
athletic facilities 

KEXIPAVE 
COLOR FINISH SYSTEM 

e Championship Surface Play Areas, Sidewalks, 
r Asphalt and Concrete Median Strips, 
l-Weather Tennis Courts Special Areas. 

Country Club & Resort. Napa, California - 8 Asphalt Courts 

<3 CALIFORNIA PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
169 Waverly Street'Cambridge. \'assachusetts02139 • (61^)547-5300 



he Experienced System 
}xipave^Co\ox Finish System 
3S on easily and quickly 
hree steps: 
Plexipave filler is fac
tory-mixed and concen
trated. Addition of water 
ichanical mixer brings it 
looth flowing consistency. 
:oats of filler are applied 
squeegees over concrete 
phalt, filling depressions 
'oids, providing uniform 
ce texture and building 
liliency. No roller is 
red. 

Finish coat of Plexl-
chrome is poured on and 
spread evenly with wide, 
ype push brooms. This 
jces the final, uniform 
e. Color-in-depth acrylic 

ze and finish system is 

now complete . . . dries and 
cures rapidly. The finish coat 
may be fortified or concen
trated to adjust the speed of 
play. 

3 Plexlcolor Acrylic Line 
Paint is the final touch. 
Non-glaring, non-chalk

ing lines are easily applied 
with brush, roller, or spray and 
marking equipment. 

IMPORTANT: Ordinary traffic 
paints are not recommended 
on light traffic asphalt surfaces 
- the lines will crack, craze, 
and peel. 

Plexipave^ 
Outstanding 
characteristics: 

Here are ju'.t a few 
examples; 

Durable Protection, 
Beauty Plexipave stays 
bright, uniform, colorful. Well-
played public courts usually 
need no recoating after 5 
years. Private courts look 
good as new even after 8 
years. 

Free Breathing Plexipave, 
without losing its tenacious 
bond with asphalt, "breathes" 
. . . lets trapped moisture 
vapor pressures escape from 
below. 

Flexible As temperatures 
rise and fall, Plexipave flexes 
. . . expands and contracts 

.V "" asphalt or corcre'e Age 

.'.z'^ • make !::-•• •:-. in a-̂ y 
climate. Surface tempcat^^es 
are 15° to 20° cooler f^an 
asp' I't 

Tough Water, / r ^ - - deter
gents, even strong chemical 
solvents won't softe^ ĉ  dis
integrate P 0/ pave as t'̂ ey 
do oronav coatings and 
emulsions. 

Plexipave has set the pace 
with 10 years of outstanding 
performance. The first acrylic 
color finish system ever 
developed, it has f^e back
ground of player acceptance 
and ease of workability by 
experienced builders. 

2 Cca's c' Piex pave 

— 1" Surface Course 

_ 1" Levelma Course 

— 4" Base Cou'̂ se 
(See spec "ic .ions for 
asphalt or co^cete 
constri.:- • .) 



NOTICE: These proposed specifications are merely 
guides for use by architects, engineers, contractors 
and potential tennis court and track owners. It is 
hoped that these specifications will t>e of particular 
value to those who do not have a detailed knowledge 
of the construction of tennis court and track facilities 
and that they will aid in maintaining high construction 
standards. U. S. Tennis Court and Track Builders 
Association, its members and employees do not 
warrant the specifications as proper under all condi
tions. 
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Guide Specifications for 
Construction of 

HOT LEVELING COURSE 
AND HOT CUSHION COURSE 

Tennis Courts 
tAL REQUIREMENTS 

'€ of Work to be Done. The contract work to be 
)rmed under these specifications consists of 
shing all of the required labor, materials, 
iment, implements, parts, and supplies necessary 
or appurtenant to, the installation of tennis 
,(s) at (insert street address of the construction 
(insert names of city and state), for (msert name 

wner) in accordance with the drawings appearing 
nafter or annexed hereto and as further 
•rated in these specifications. 

iards. The work hereunder shall be done m a 
(Ugh, workmanlike manner and conform to 
ards for tennis court construction as prescribed 
)proved by the U. S. Tennis Court Builders 
iation. Any reference to a specification or 
lation of the American Society for Testing and 
.als. Federal Specifications, or other standards, 
, or orders refers to the most recent or latest 
ication or designation. Where names of specific 
cts may be designated in these specifications or 

details appearing on the drawings the mtent is 
te the general type and quality of product 

d without ruling out use of other products o\ 

e. 

equal type and quality provided thai use of such othci 
products of equal type and quality has been approved 
in writing by the Owner or his representative. 

Layout of Work. The work shall be laid out to true 
lines and grades in full accord ssith the dravMngs 
Surveying ol lines and grades, irom a base line and 
bench mark established by the Owner at the 
construction site, and staking therefor sh.ill be 
accomplished by the Contractor. Monuments shall be 
substantiallv established, protected, and maintained m 
place b\ the Contractor toi the dui.ilion ol the 
contract or until such other tune as their rcinov.il mjy 
be authorized bv the Owner or his rcprescMiiativc. 

h'lecfrual /'()U( r and Water. The Owner sh.ill lumish 
adequ.ile electrical powct and V.A\C\ -ii .'nd upon the 
construction site lor the performance ut this work. 
The Contractor shall furnish, install, maintain, and 
remove any temporary lines of wiring or any 
temporary piping that additionally may be required. 

Protection of the Public. The Contractor shall erect 
and maintain barricades, canopies, guards, lights, and 
warning signs to the extent required by law for 
protection of the public 



ERIMETER EDGING 

(Optional - but RECOMMENDED) 

Curb Wall. An edging of (specify one: btick, concrete, 
steel, or treated wood) as detailed on drawings shall be 
installed around entire perimeter of the court area. 
Sections may be left open to allow trucks and other 
equipment to enter and leave the court area until 
other work specifled herein has been completed. Top 
elevation of the edging shall be exactly one-half inch 
{W*) below the finished grade level and the court's 
surface course shall be tapered from six inches (6") 
out to meet it. 

SASE CONSTRUCTION 

1. Material. A base course of (specify one: bituminous 
aggregate mixture; crushed aggregate; hot-mixed, 
hot-laid asphalt paving mixture; or penetration 
macadam) as indicated on drawings shall be installed 
over the subgrade detailed hereinbefore. The specified 
material shall meet applicable ASTM specifications. 
Compacted thickness shall be as shown on drawings 
to satisfy local soil and climatic conditions, but in no 
case shall the thickness be less than the equivalent of 
four inches (4") of thoroughly compacted crushed 
rock. 

Spreading. The material shall be spread by methods 
and in a manner proposed by the Contractor to 
produce a uniform density and thickness and the 
grades and dimensions shown on drawings and 
elaborated hereinafter. 

Compaction. The material as thus spread shall be 
compacted by rolling with a powered steel wheel 
tandem roller weighing not less than eight (8) nor 
more than ten (10) tons or by other equipment 
producing equivalent density. Surface of the base 
course as thus compacted shall not vary from the 
specified grade more than one-half inch (1/2") in ten 
feet (10*) measured in any direction. 

.EVELING COURSE 
General Description. A leveling course of a hot plant 
mix having a maximum aggregate size of three-eighths 
inch (3/8") to three-fourths inch (3/4") in 
accordance with specifications of the Asphalt 
Institute shall be constructed over the base course to 
a compacted tliickness of not less than one inch (1") 
as indicated on drawings. 
Spreading. This hot plant mix shall be spread by 
methods and in a manner proposed by the Contractor 
to meet the tolerances specified herein. 

Compaction. The mix as thus spread shall be 
thoroughly compacted by rolling with a powered steel 
wheel tandem roller weighing not less than two (2) 
nor more than six (6) tons. The finished surface of the 
leveling course shall not vary from the specified grade 
more than one-fourth inch (J4") in ten feet (10') when 
measured in any direction. 

8. SURFACE COURSE 

a. Court Surface. Material for the surface course shall be 
a hot plant cushion course mix as manufactured by 
(insert name of manufacturer), (insert street address), 
(insert names of city and state), and shall be mixed 
and installed over the leveling course as indicated on 
drawings in strict accordance with the manufacturer's 
standard printed specifications; however, the 
thickness of the surface course after compaction shall 
be not less than one inch (T*). 

b. Standards. (There are no objective criteria as yet to 
measure the relative resiliency, deflection, recovery, 
and durability of the different cushion course 
materials. The Architect accordingly should exercise 
great care in selecting the cushion course material to 
be specified or approved.) 

9. NET AND EQUIPMENT 
a. Post Foundations. Post foundations shall be not less 

than twenty-four inches (24'') in diameter at the top. 
not less than thirty inches (30") in diameter at the 
bottom, and not less than thirty-six inches (36") in 
depth. Foundations shall be so situated as to provide a 
clear distance between posts of thirty-three feet (33') 
on single courts and forty-two feet (42') on double 
courts. Concrete for foundations shall be mixed in 
ratios of six (6) standard 94-pound sacks of cement 
per cubic yard of concrete, with one (1) such sack of 
cement to not more than six (6) U. S. gallons of 
water, attaining a compressive strength of not less 
than three thousand five hundred (3,500) pounds per 
square inch at the twenty-eighth (28th) day after 
pouring. Foundations shall be so designed and poured 
and the posts so set as not to cause cracking or other 
damage to the finished court surface. 

b. Net Posts and Sleeves. Net posts shall be galvanized 
steel having an outside diameter of not less than two 
and seven-eighths inches (2-7/8") and shall be 
equipped with lever- or rachet-type net tightening 
devices for nonmetallic nets. Posts and the sleeves 
therefor shall be set where indicated on drawings. 
Posts shall be set plumb and true so as to support the 
net at a height of forty-two inches (42") above the 
court surface at the net posts. 

c. Center Strap Anchor. A center strap anchor shall be 
positioned as shown on the drawings and set in 
concrete footings measuring twelve inches by twelve 
inches by twelve inches (12"x 12"x 12"). 

d. Net. A tennis net measuring forty-two feet (42') long 
and three and one-fourth feet (3Vi') wide and 
otherwise conforming to regulations of the United 
States Lawn Tennis Association shall be provided for 
each court. Netting portion of net shall be synthetic 
netting material treated by a black synthetic 
treatment to maintain a tensile strength of not less 
than two hundred seventy-five (275) pounds. Top 
binding of net shall have a double thickness and the 

- 3 -
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H§0 that thaaa apacMcathm will ba of particular 
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Guide Specifications for 
Construction of 

COLD LEVELING COURSE 
AND COLD CUSHION COURSE 

/ | ^ i5> Tennis Courts 
§i^ 
6#-

RAL REQUIREMENTS 
of mwk to ba Dona, Tbo contract woik to be 

igidai th0N vodficatioiit coniitU of 
•H of the n^pUnd libor, inateriali, 
inylmientt, pirti, and nippUet neoe«afy 

gBMirisnint to, tiw initillttion of tennis 
IirOMit Unet addms of the conttmction 
itat aoBM of city and itate), for (inwrt name 
|1 to iODOfdwnff with tlM drawings appearing 

t or anMX0d hereto and as further 
itatteMfpedikations. 

HM voik hereunder iiaU be done in a 
lfflrtnnr»niM manner and c<nformto 

"fcr AoBfc court oo^rtruction Mpiiinibed 
^T^ U. S. Twnia Court Buldert 

, Any reference to a spedftation or 
• o f S i American Sodrty for TwttBf and 

ocdeii wtoa to HiowM ttcent « ^ « ^ 

• . i^v be deatoatid to theaa iptdOealioBa or 

^ B S I o S «ii o f o t e piodBCla of 

equal type and quality provided that use of such other 
products of eqiMl type and quality has been approved 
in writing by the Owner or his repiesenUtive. 

c. Layout of Work, The work shall be laid out to true 
lines and grades to full accord with the drawings. 
Surveying of lines and grades, from a base Itoe and 
bench maik esUbUshed by the Owner at the 
construction site, and staking therefor Aall be 
accomplished by the Contractor. MonumenU shall be 
gubstantiaUy established, protected, and matotained to 
place by the Contractor for the duration of the 
contract or until such other time as their removal may 
be authorized by the Owner or his repieaentative. 

d irtefrft»rAni«r«tf fMrtsr. The Owner Shan furnish 
' adequate electrical power and water at and upon the 

conittuGtioo site for the performance of this work. 
The Contractor shaO fbmiii, inrtall, mdntato, and 
lemove any temporary lines of wiring or any 
temporary p^ii« <hat addUtonally nay be nq^nd. 

e. ftoiactkm of Ika flMk. The Cortnctor i M end 
and matotdn b«ikiiiaa» canopies, foiid^ ligM*. and 
wtait^ sipii to the Mtant raqdnd by tow for 
piolaetioiiofthtpiiblto. 

- . * ^ - = ^ ^ 



(OptiiMf - tort RCCOMMINPED) 

Curb WM. km o^gini ciitpadtf om: bHck, eonaata, 
steel, >riMMtotfiM9otf;asdetaitodondnwtogs'shaUbe 
•nstaiiedt^gltoiid entire perimetor of the court area. 
Scctioiif Biiy be toft open to allow trucks and other 
tquipmeiit 10 enter and leave the court area until 
'•'̂ hjMlP'̂  ipedBad hereto has been completed. Top 
eTeviliii of Ike edgtag shall be exactly one-half tocfa 
(^ ) WOW Ike flfliBhed grade level and the court's 
uifâ al Murse Aall be tapered from sto indies (6*0 

outtomletit 

lii^ONtlllUCTION 

Mmt^Uli A base course of (apedfy one: bituminous 
aggregau mixture; cnakad aggregate; hot-mixed 
hot^ld adphab pmdng mixture; or penetruthn 
momfam) u indicated on drawtogs shall be tostalled 
ove/lfae subgrade detailed heretobefore. The specified 
material shall meet applicable ASTM ppedTicaUons. 
Comjpeted thickness diall be as ihown on drawings 
to satisfy local sofl and cUmatk conditions, but in no 

tmm Aall the thickness be less than the equivalent of 
fiM toches (4**) of thoroughly compacted crushed 
rock. 

Spmdbig. The material shall be spread by methods 
an^„/ii a manner proposed by the Contractor to 
proiiee a uniform dnisity and thickness and the 
pedes and dimensions shown on drawings and 

^Wbofated hereinafter. 

Cmpoclkm. The material as thus spread shall be 
cornoieted by rolling with a powered steel wheel 
taî OMa lOOer weighing not less than eight (8) nor 

\a than ten (10) tons or by other equipment 
equivalent density. Shirfaoe of the base 

couiae as thus compacted shall not vary from the 
spadftod grade more than one^half mch (1/2*^ to ten 
fc^XlO^ifneasured to any direction. 
V ^ U N G COURSE 

(ieumdPaaaiptton. A leveling course of aggregate 
bound ̂ QpAer by an asphaltic emulsion binder shall 
be constructed over the base course to a compacted 
thie^gil of not less than one and one4udf inches 
(I 'A^ aajhown on drawtogs. 
Aggregdm. The aggregate shail consist of crushed 
stoni^ iniVfl, and, stone dust, or combinations 
thcrecl dlgndations proposed by the Contractor to 

:«^ tho^ipedficatkHis and tolerances set forth 
herelplar. Aggregate AaO be free of vegettble 
mattito» dlif "dt, cky, or other deletertous matter and 
hall flMtt applicable ASIlf spedficatkins for 

Birtim* The binder diall be anomuMfied aqdialtof a 
nijtki^ade as connonly used to the constructton of 
PESSouito. 
y^lxm Agpegitc itod aipliilt cmukton likidv shatt 
)e ritoed tofeUier to piopottioM and to a manner that 

will achieve the resuhs specified or todicated to this 

e. Spnodkig. The material as thus mtoed Aall be spread 
hy methods and to a manner propoeed by the 
Contractor to meet the tolerances specified hereto. 

f. Compaction. After the mix as thus spread has cured 
sufficiently so as not to displace or pidt up, it shaD be 
thoroughly compacted by rolling with a powered steel 
whed tandem roller we^hing not less than two (2) 
nor more than six (6) tons. The finished surface of the 
leveling course shall not vary from the specified grade 
more than one^burth toch (K'O to ten feet (10*) 
measured to any directton. 

& SURFACE COURSE 

a. Court Surface. Material for the surface course diall be 
a cold applied cushion course material as 
manufactured by (insert name of manufacturer), 
(insert street address), (insert names of city and 
state), and shall be mixed and installed over the 
leveling course as indkated on drawtogs to strict 
accordance with the manufacturer's standard prtoted 
spedficattons; however, the thicknen of the surface 
course after compactkm shall be not less than 
one-fourth inch (1/4"). 

b. Standards. (There are no objective criteria as yet to 
measure the relative resiliency, deflection, recovery, 
and durability of the different cushion course 
materials. The Architect accordingly should exercise 
great care in selecting the cuditon course material to 
be specified or approved.) ^^ 

9. NET AND EQUIPMENT 

a. Post Foundations. Post foundations shall be not less 
than twenty-four inches (24*0 to diameter at the top, 
not less than thirty inches (30**) to diameter at the 
bottom, and not less than thirty-six inches (36") to 
depth. FotmdatkMis shall be so situated as to provkle a 
clear distance between posts of thirty-three feet (33*) 
on single courU and forty-two feet (42*) on double 
courts. Concrete tot foundations diall be nuxed to 
ratios of six (6) standard 94-pound sacks of cement 
per cubic yard of concrete, with one (1) such sack of 
cement to not more than six (6) U. S. gaUons of 
water, attaining a compressive strength of not less 
than three thousand five htmdred (3,500) pounds per 
square toch at the twenty-eighth (28th) day after 
pouttog. Foundattons shaD be so des%ned and poured 
and the posts so set as not to cause cracktog or other 
damage to the finished court surface. 

b. ATef Foatt mid Skoaas. Net poeto shall be galvanized 
steel havtog an outside dianieter of not less than two 
and seveiHBighths inches (2-7/8**) and Aall be 
equipped with kver^ or nchet-type net tjghtentog 
devices for nonmetalUc nets. Poets and the sleeves 
therefor shaD be set where todicated on drawii^ 
Poets Shan be set ptotob and true so as to support the 
net at a hdght of fbity-two todies (42**) above the 
court suifiHe at the net posts. 

- 3 -
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NOTICE: These proposed ., 
guides for use by architaaik-H 
and potential tennis coUffondl 
hoped that these spacii 
value to those who t(m 
of the construction a^i 
and that tiieywmmiW^ 
standards. 
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warrant the 
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BUILDERS ASSOCIATION 

Guide Specifications for 
Construction of 
T LEVELING COURSE 

•_.^Hp.y,'--

mo COLD CUSHION COURSE 
Tennis Courts 

r^^M« 
tRAL l^miHIfiMiMTS 

The contract work to be 
tpedfications consists of 

lishing lil of the ft^ikfd labor, materials, 
irts. and supplies necessary 

fcvi. j - - » . « » ~ - , the instaUatton of tennis 
BPIpfctei:iii»^1iddress of the constructton 
). (insetettitoil Of dty and state), for (insert name 
)wner) £|eooidaaet with tho drawtogs appearing 
;inafter ^li^lnMaid^ hereto and as further 
lorated in 

:4Mia|idar iM^ be done to a 
Md conform to 

0i:U^, «»)#im*iv^lto«t: WMers 
t>ciatkifr W f«fcMM to a apedftealton or 
g n a ^ # the Aî eitotti i«idi^ fijElWltof iid 
e r i a k ^ d e r d ^ p i d f i ^ g i l " / ^ 
;s, or orders i«ft» JP W * © * 

•ification or designaltoi. where 
iucts may be designagito these 
he details appearing on the drawin^ 
state the general type and quality 
ed without ruling out use of other products of 

equal type and quaUty provkled that use of such other 
products of equal type and quality has been approved 
in writing by the Owner or his representative. 

c. Uyout of Work. The work shall be laid out to true 
lines and grades in full accord with the drawings. 
Surveying of lines and grades, from a base line and 
bench mark established by the Owner at the 
construction site, and sUking therefor shall be 
accomplished by the Contractor. Monuments sliall be 
substantially established, protected, and maintained in 
place by the Contractor for the duration of the 
contract or until such other time as their removal may 
be authorized by the Owner or his representative. 

d. Electrical Poster and Water. The Owner shall furnish 
adequate electricd power and water at and upon llic 
construction site for the performance of this work. 
The Contractor shaU fumisli, msttU, maintato, and 
remove any temporary Itoes of wiring or any 
temporary piptog that addittonally may be required. 

e hoiactkm of the PiMk. The Contractor shdl erect 
and matotato barricades, canopies, guards, lights, and 
warning signs to die extent requked by law for 
protectton of the piMe. 

ll 
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sse shall the 
Mir toches 

i pna oe ttstsuea 
> ine specified 
ipidflcattons. 

on drawings 
but to no 

P l l h a l An ecpdvdent of 
conpoctMl crushed 

Mto ipraad by mediods 
J i i%pe Contractor to 

Mi^lklekMM and the 
Oat flMwings vid 

rar toe surfiKe oowse dtoi be 
a cold npptad ONhkHi coarse matertal as 

off ftorert nanH of manufacturer), 
(toiert iHiet addnre). (toaert names of dty and 
state), aaA duB be mixed and tostatted over the 
iBfsMwg couire as todicated on drawtop to strict 
aryofdance wiih die nianufiKturer*s standard prtoted 
spedRcattona; however, die diickness of die wrface 
oourw after coapactton dudl be not less dian 
ooe-fourdi toch (1/4**). 

b. Standarda. (There are no obfective criteria as yet to 
measure die rstottoe resiliency, deflectton, recovery, 
and durabiUty of the different cuditon course 
materiab. The Architect accordingly diouM exenise 
great care to sdecttog the cuditon courw material to 
be specified or approved.) 

• .NETANDBQUMIENT 

a. Poat Fotmdattom. Fost foundattons shaU be not less 
than twenty-four toches (24") to diameter at the top, 
not less than thkty toches (30") to dianieter at the 
bottom, and not less than thirty-six toches (36") to 
depth. Foundations shaU be so situated as to provide a 
ctou distance between poeu of thirty-three feet (33*) 
on single courts and forty-two feet (42*) on double 
courts. Concrete for foundations shaU be mixed to 
rattos of six (6) standard 94-pound sacks of cement 
per cubic yard of concrete, with one (1) such sadc of 
cement to not more than six (6) U. S. gaOons of 
water, attatotog a compressivt s^ength <^ not less 
thtti three thcHuand five himdred (3,500) pounds per 
square inch at the twenty-eighth (28th) di^ after 
pourtog. Foundations diaU be so denned and poured 
and the posts so ret as not to cauw cracking ot other 
damap to the finished court surface. 

Nat Poata and Skaaaa. Net posts shaU be galvanized 
steel having an outskle dianieter of not less than two 
and seven^^hdis todies (2-7/8") and shaO be 
equipped widi lever̂  or radiet-type net tightenmg 
devices for nonmetaBic nets. Posu and the sleeves 
therefor shaB be ret where indicated on drawings. 
Foato shaH be set ptotob and true so as to support the 
net to 9 hdght of fbrty4wo tochss (42") rtove the 
court snrtooa at the net poata. 

on too diawiwg^ and set to 
twdm todBS by twelwa 
r i i l2 - ) . 

iBrty4woibat(42')toqg 
toit (jft*) wMs aito 

of tha ItoMad 
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EESZ: 

UMPHRIE8«HANSEN, INC 
•SIS WifT KAUL AVENUE • SMUiAIIKBE, WISCONSIN 5322S • 414 . 3S3-aS1S 
342SVRdOMAN 
44 PARK AVENUE WEST 
P.O. ! • • 121 

• JACKSON. MICNICAN 
• MANSFIELD, OMO 
• ARNOLDS PARK. IOWA 

4Va01*S17-5U-S32S 
44902 • 419-S2S-1155 
51331 • 712 - 332-5M»V 

i > 
M l l H I t «SSNl«TlM 

PiTAILOF WESCO TENNIS NET POST 
AND CENTER STRAP ANCHOR 

4 2 ' - 0 " 

iLLEYrlrOP 

NOTE: RUBBER PLUGS AVAILABLE 
TO PIT SLEEVES. (OPTIONAL) 

CONCRETE 
FOOTING 

SLEEVjBS. 
DO NOT 

I " I • cn* • . • • • I . . I 
DO NOT .J.":.X; :c\0' \'..! 
ALLOW \ •/ c5.' . • • -ViS^iv i . : / 
CONCRETE wLy- . .•••.Xa: 1.7 
TO ENTER. J •: ; \ J 

x X* - ' / '•.HAND-OyG 
BELL SHAPED FOOTING MATERIAL: 

POSTSi 2.7/8-0.01 GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE 
SLiBVBSi 1/U-WALL STEEL TUBING 
HAROWAREi MALLEABLE IRON 
ANCHOR: STEEL PIPE W/%- DIA. STEEL PIH 
PAINTED •FOREST GREEN 

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE 
HQA^S FOR NET POSTS SHALL BE HAND DUG AFTER THE ASPHALT LEVELING 

^*?uitSE HAS B i l N INSTALLED. 
mSl^rSlAPBO FOOTING IS DESIRABLE - MINIMUM SIZE ABOVE DIAGRAM DRIL-
* ^ a A T O H B IS NOT AOCBPTABLR. ILEEVES SHALL BE COVERED AT BOTTOM 

T M A T C W WILL MOT COMB UP THE TUBE. SLEEVES SHALL BE SET 
^ I I S T L Y ^ ^ « - « • • OMTWROS. HBADY4IIX. HEAVY DUTY COHCRETE 



BULLETIN OT-33 
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nPvnF S TENNIS LIGHTING SYSTEM..-PROVEN W 0 R L D : S R N E § I 
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)ST ECONOMICAL 
yi TO OPERATE 

|e most usable light per watt 
mis court. 

^ CONTROLLED LIGHTING 
Ing suns. 

p g M onto aniacent property. 

l oF LIG 
lys visible 

INTRODUCES THE NEW SOLID CONTINUOUS 
100 FT. SYSTEM LOW SILHOUETTE-
15 FT. MOUNTING HEIGHT THAT STOPS 
"STROBE AND MULTI-SUNS" 
Night outdoor tennis has never gained jts proper 
popularity due to the nnuiti P^^^b'e"̂ V®KfnH?no rlTK-^- - / - - • ' its enjoyment due to blinding 

(inability to see the ball as 
ovation of the DEVOE system 
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HE NEW SOLID CONTINUOUS 100 FT SYSTEM! 
EMITTING A BLANKET OF CONTROLLED LIGHTING 

NAMENT 
ONSHIP 
EMS SPECIFICATIONS 
ICALS: Luminaires have an extruded aluminum 
0 ft. and 25 ft. long (weather and insect 
1 an extruded aluminum frame baffle system, 
idjustable receivers on the luminaire 
(ibility in mounting. 
unique heat transfer and heat sink design 
asts cool for extra long lamp 
t life. 

.LED OPTICAL TRAIN-HINGED STAINLESS 
IRDWARE: The DEVOE reflector and baffle system 
engineered for the most efficient distribution 
ontrol at all elevations specifically designed 
iht outdoor tennis environment. The unique glare 
ffle system also protects luminaire from 
he ball. This system provides TRUE ball 
om the ground to over 50 ft. lob shots. 
; A L : A complete system consists of 10-20 ft. 
per court for the Tournament system with normal 
sumption of only 15 KW per court. The 
ship system consists of 8 — 25 ft. luminaires 
vith a nominal power consumption of only 18 KW 
Luminaires utilize the very high output, 
otected ballast available in all voltages. The 
/HO lamps is a standard lamp, rated at 14,500 
ms. One circuit is generally required to energize 
owof lighting. 

MOUNTING: System is designed to withstand up to 
100 mph winds. Complete details for brackets, foundations 
and cable suspension are on adjacent page. 
DEVOE'S unique system is designed for ease of mountmg 
It can utilize all existing fence structure when they 
meet structural requirements. Complete instructions for 
installation are supplied for each job.. as required 
CATALOG NO s.: 0TC-AL2HT 

0TC-AL2H 
OTC-ALH 
OTC-ALHNA 

END POSTS: End Posts are extruded aluminum 
elliptical eye beam designed to withstand 50,000 lb 
breaking moment. 
CENTER POSTS: Center Posts are heavy wall extruded 
aluminum elliptical posts. 
CABLING SYSTEM: The cabling system is capable of 
maintaining its structural integrity, 7,000 lb. test 
Mounting brackets are heavy wall extruded aluminum 
that slide into the key way and lock into position with set 
screws. The same holds true for the splice bar member 
creating 100 ft. structural integrity. 
DEVOE S DAVIT ARM 0TC-DA11 
are constructed of hot dipped galvanized steel 
pipe, 2y2" schedule 40. Clamped T transition 
supports cross pipe from Davit Arm that lock into 
mounting brackets. 

FOR TOURNAMENT 
& CHAMPIONSHIP 

SYSTEMS 

CAT. NO o r e DA CROSS SECTION 

ASY-QUICK INSTALLATION 

DEVOE S DAVIT ARM 
lips into existing fence post when compatible. In a 
latter of minutes the DAVIT ARM can be installed, ready to 
ang the luminaire. Fence post should be S'/?" ID 
chedule 40. For post layout see Drawing A2-321 

EXISTING FENCE POST 
ivit post can be supplied by DEVOE when existing 
nee post is not compatible. For post layout 
le Drawing A2-321 

FOR COMPLETE 
ENGINEERING 
INFORMATION 

CONTACTDEVOE 



DEVOE'S 
OUTDOOR TENNIS LIGHTING SYSTEM IS 

APPEARING IN THE LATEST ISSUE OF 

FED STATES LAWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION 

TENNIS COURTS' 
THE OFFICIAL U.S.LT.A. PUBLICATION 

COMPILED BY ITS FACILITIES COMMITTEE 
FEMCt PO*>T5-

VIT ARM ? V M t M r LM£^A « ounce 

14'Of F COURT 

a U ^ F A C t 
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-Ifl'' 
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THE D E V O E SYSTEM IS ALSO ENDORSED BY 

THE 
4.::;::i::v ^I^^PIQ^,^ TENNIS 

I ASSOCIATION 

DU*I •'t^ 

The NUH/IBER ONE manufacturer for all tennis environmental systems 

D E V O E TENNIS SYSTEMS 
BOO Eastern Ave.. Carlstadt. N.J. 07072 • (201) 935 2300 
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'acturer for all tennis environmental systems 

D E V O E TENNIS SYSTEMS 
.800 Eastern Ave., Carlstadt, N.J. 07072 • (201) 935 2300 

BULLETIN OTS 
Effective to 3/20/76 
Refer to: 
Bulletins OT-33, OT-3I :Distributor Prices: 

OUTDOOR TENNIS SYSTEMS* LIGHTING SYSTEM - CONTROL SYSTEMS 

LIGHTING SYSTEMS AVAILABLE 
'Club -Tournament -Championship 

DEVOE'S CLUB SYSTEM 
Bulletin No. OT-31 
consists Of 10-20 ft. luminaires, 6 lamps 
per luminaire for 2 adjoining courts with
out mounting hardware. Refer page 3. 
(See below).5 Luminaires per court-less lamps 

$1,783. 
per court 

$3,565. 
per court 

DEVOE'S TOURNAMENT SYSTEM 
Cat. No. OTC-396 
C o n s i s t s o f 10-20 f t . l u m i n a i r e s , 6 l2unps 
per l u m i n a i r e for a s i n g l e court w i thout 
mounting hardware. (See belowUO Luminadres per c o u r t - l e s s lampi 

DEVOE'S CHAMPIONSHIP SYSTEM 
C a t . No. OTCC-996 
C o n s i s t s of 8-25 f t . l u m i n a i r e s , 9 lamps 
per l u m i n a i r e f o r a s i n g l e court i n s t a l l a 
t i o n , w i t h o u t mounting hardware. 
(See below)8 Luminaires per c o u r t - l e s s lamps 

$^,39^. 
per cour t 

72 
60 
30 

lamps 
lamps 
liunps 

per 
per 
per 

court (1500 MA VHO) for CHAMPIONSHIP 
court (1500 MA VHO) for TOURNAMENT 
court (1500 MA VHO) for CLUB 

$ 244.per ct, 
$ 203.per ct 
^ 102.per ct, 

DUNTING HARDWARE ''''^''''Vor'°yolTlo^^f]',lliTioT' "̂ '" 
CAT . NO. 

TTilT 
: : ^ 

OTC-DA - QAVIT ARM - Quanti ty 6 
per n a i r c o u r t ( f ence s i d e only) narrow a l l e y s 
l e s s than 12 f t . (6 f t . d a v i t arms) . Fence 
p o s t a t d a v i t arm should be 3 - 1 / 2 " I . D . p ipe 
s c h e d u l e 4 0 . Other d a v i t s a v a i l a b l e t o f i t 
your fence ( c o n t a c t f a c t o r y ) . 
CAT. NO. OTC-DA-11 - DAVIT ARM - STANDARD 
12 f t . a l l e y s ( 1 0 - 1 / 2 f t . d a v i t arms) . 

$ 4 1 0 . per 
h a l f court 

$ 522 . per 
h a l f court 

CAT. NO. OTC-DP - DAVIT POST - Quantity 6 
per h a l f c o u r t ( f ence s i d e only) 

Fence s i d e - 6 d a v i t p o s t s . 
Mna»E. rkoiAi-A i-Hia i «-«in i f fence p o s t s meet 

our Bulletins OT-33, 

$ 493. per 
half court 



DEVOE'S Club System 

This unique low cost CLUB SYSTEM provides an average 
of 25 footcandles in the playing space; yet allows 
for future addition of the installation of the center 
alley catenary system. This addition will give you 
the TOURNAMENT SYSTEM. 

$2,404. per court 

xample: 2 court facility in a single fence area requires: 

Cat. 
Cat. 

•*Cat. 

**Cat. 
DEVC 
inc^ 
typi-

No. OTC-396 
No. OTC-DAll 
No. OTC-DP 

No. OTC-DP not 
c • <; d a v i t arms. 

(10) luminalres/mounting loops 
(12) dav i t arms/hardware (for both fences) 
(12) dav i t posts/hardware (for both 

fences when necessary) 
required when fence posts w i l l accept 

(Requires 3-1/2 •• I .D . pipe (not 
umament System -



ENERGY 
CONSERVATION REPORT: 

FROM DEVOE 
800 Eastern Avenue, Carlstadt. N J. 07072 

TO ALL SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

LATEST FACTS CONCERNING OUR 1976 LIGHTING SYSTEMS AND ENERGY CONSERVATION 

er lighting is still the single roost important key element in developing the 
y tennis player...the present and future success depends on this. Careful 
ideration must be given to this function. 

e's policy of continuing research and development assures the club operators 
he finest lighting systems. 

cost difference is so minimal when relating to the overall expenditure for a 
ect, that it is inconceivable to consider anything other than Devoe. 

lany firms have come and gone into the tennis lighting business and Devoe has 
tantly forged ahead due to the performance of their systems. 

e inevitably receives the order for the second installation from an existing 
r, or the third, and perhaps the fourth. This is based on happy tennis players, 
Iting in happy owners...success brings success. 

e Lighting Systems unquestionably perform far superior to any other system, 
ubstitute systems, attempting to copy Devoe. All in all, it would be disastrous 
a potential owner to buy a substitute system rather than a proven system, for the 
nal difference in dollars between them, when it relates to the staggering 
tal investment and when lighting will be the factor between the success and 
ure of an operation. 

attempt to say their system is equal to Devoe, but actually when they try to 
icate the Cadillac of the industry, it is impossible to do so. Due to the high 
nditure of tooling that Devoe has already amortized, based on its key position 
le market place over the years. The competitors selling price, therefore, has 
2 considerably higher if they try to duplicate Devoe. This forces the competitors 
leat on size and material in order to be competitive or cheaper. This results 
product that will cost the owner more money for energy, in order to maintain 

iv levels of lighting and also will not distribute the proper lighting pattern 
Devoe has developed over the years and is constantly improving on for the 
Ls environment. This type of economy would be illogical and can even jeopardize 
iuture of this large capital investment in a facility. 

>laying space is approximately AO feet wide, 90 feet long and from the 2 foot height 
te 20 foot height. This area is considered the playing space and is crucial and 
be done correctly. 

ll acuity is dependent upon reflected light from the ball, so the player can see 
rlv in order to play his game. Seeing reflected light with the proper background 

ent elini^^ating brightness contrast by proper lens control, combined with 
1 fixture design photometries for brightness control which the Devoe System 

results in the excellent distribution of the finest Indoor tennis 
bility possible. 



/ C .̂ °'̂ ^̂ "̂>ent and Championship systems save tremendous amount of electric 
[ IZl \ V^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ system and still maintains the highest standards by 
f energizing only some of the lamps in a unit, daring certain times of 

T '̂ K u ^̂ *̂ '̂'''̂ ' "^^° ^^^ ^*™P^ ^*^^ j"5«̂  ̂ ee" installed and the units 
£a, witn the Championship system, just 6 of the 8 lamps need be in use. For 
irst year, a club will maintain approximately 145 footcandles throughout the 
tig space and the back court area. The club will be operating with only 18 KW 
ourt and averaging 145 footcandles. Utilizing the Tournament system, following 
ame procedure, except using 4 lamps out of the 6 lamps, a facility will average 
ximately 110 footcandles maintained, utilizing 12 KW per court. 

ternating the unused lamps in both cases, the second year, the footcandle 
will drop 7.2%. 

econd year, with the Championship system, averaging only 18 KW maintained, a 
will still get over 135 average maintained footcandles and with the Tournament 
m at 12 KW, 110 maintained footcandles. 

is based on two years use with a very heavy summer season. If the summer season 
ght, the club can go into the third year with these levels. 

tting up the system, which is very simple, three circuits for the Championship 
m for each line is used. Two lamps on one circuit - two lamps on another and 
lamps on another circuit. With the Tournament system, two circuits are used, 
amps on one circuit and four lamps on the other. This permits you to operate 
ig clinic periods with either two or four lamps per unit depending on the caliber 
inic play, on an unoccupied court when the next court is occupied, when only 
amps in each unit are used. 

th cases, the two lamps that are not used during the first season, are never 
during clinics, clean-up or general lighting during that period of time. 

u can readily see, you can develop top caliber lighting levels while using 
um K.W. and only when absolutely necessary. 

are relatively inexpensive and can be purchased from Devoe for approximately 
each. They are rated at 14,000 hours. 

ntire procedure is simple, as Devoe supplies the operating chart which is a matter 
ipping switches on the Low Voltage Control System panel. 

e representative, you must stress this point to the prospective customer. It is 
nomenal savings to the court owner and operators that will reflect in the difference 
e success and failure of an operation in the future. TOP PLAYABLE TENNIS AND 
4IC ENERGY CONSERVATION! 

» customer does not wish to purchase the Low Voltage Control system, they can use 
ird circuit breakers, but must circuit the job according to our layout. This type 
rcuitry will not cost the owner extra money when it relates to the job. 

» above procedure is followed, ENERGY SAVINGS CAN BE AT LEAST 50% of the bill, 
'omoared to comparable maintained footcandles and the ability of only lighting 
» which are in use and minimally lighting courts not in operation, in cycles that 
shorter than 15 minutes. 

others systems, other than Indirect, which have copied Devoe, this can 
**8 
irom 301 - 501. 

born out of the fact that Devoe supplies the three largest tennis 
*^^ ^? ^he United States in tennis with all their lighting equipment. Their 
ates t" ^^^ 



/oe there ar comparison to some other systems they had, before standardizing 
LU be made ''"™^"^0"s savings. The names of these firms are easily recognizable 
-inriol^« ^?V V ^? ^° * potential customer upon request. We are sure that 
.mclples will be happy to supply information to the customer. 

!rn!i^?hf°^°!"' ̂  potential customer that the staff at Devoe is more than amenable 
^ ^ ! L T i r T""^^ Situation and unquestionably can convince any intelligent 
ctive owner that Devoe is the best buy through a capital investment standpoint 
perating basis. o r r 

£ most recent meeting of the National Indoor Tennis Association, it has been 
led by the panelists on the lighting seminar, tha: the metal halide lamp cannot 
t on and off in less than a 5-hour cycle, due to lamp life cost versus power 
, whereas fluorescent is only 15 minutes. 

er fact of significance is that with the Indirect system, the entire tennis 
sure must be fully lighted regardless of the number of courts not occupied, as long 
e or more courts are occupied. This makes it impractical to save electric power 
the Indirect system unless all the courts are not occupied for less than 5 hours. 

reviewing these facts, certain pertinent information came out. Based on full 
ancy of a facility, once the first court is occupied until the last court is 
led, (which leaves void time due to no-shows, opening and closing hours and off 
time) a court, in actuality, on the average, is only utilized 62% of the time, 

ower must be on 1007. of the time with metal halide. The result is 387. penalty 
wer consumption. 

on footcandle for footcandle maintained basis, in just energy alone, Devoe can 
an owner at least $2,000. per court. Also, in order for an Indirect system to 
n at that level, with this penalty, it must repaint or reskin the building every 
rs. That cost is nearly prohibitive. The cost of lamp replacement for an 
ect system is more than 4 times Devoe on a maintained basis. 

halide, mercury lamps or high pressure sodium when using the Indirect system takes 
ximately 20 rain, to restore itself to its operating light output (lamp restriking 
). This occurs when there is a power voltage drop or power interruption. The 
s become unplayable during this period of time. Voltage drops of this type are 
common with the utilities today, due to severe overloading. This is not true with 
evoe Direct/Indirect system. Also on start up time it takes approximately 8 min. 
he Indirect system to reach playable levels during start up (costly interruption 
erribly annoying to the players)...once again making unhappy tennis players. 

ent survey taken by Tennis Trade magazine indicated that the Devoe System with its 
ed sales force has far outsold the combined might of the super giants who are 
ting the Indirect system, so they can use their standard industrial fixture for 
s (adapting a product not designed for the purpose). 

ent national survey has indicated that the margin between the Devoe system and the 
ned might of the giants is increasing because actuality is setting in and the 
ted or not admitted disasters are beginning to occur, as the Indirect jobs are 
ing their 3rd and 4th year. 

RT YOUR COSTLY ENERGY CONSUMING INDIRECT LIGHTING SYSTEM TO THE NEW DEVOE ENERGY 
CUT YOUR UTILITY BILL BY 50% OR MORE AND PAY FOR THE CONVERSION OUT OF THE 

r«; WHILE MAINTAINING OR IMPROVING YOUR PRESENT LEVELS OF ILLUMINATION. ALSO, 
OUR LAMP COSTS BY AT LEAST $600. PER COURT. PER YEAR. 

JSm 
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L C . LOW VOLTAGE 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
ONE POSITION CONTROL 
ENERGY CONSERVATION 
CAN SAVE UP TO 30% 

BULLETIN T-23 

tacilitates overall economy in operating any tennis facility, 
lent instantaneously of what power is being used and where, 
my waste oi power. Savings of over 30% in total electrical 
n cost can be realized! The demand factor, which controls 
'o of your electric rate, can be planned for ultimate economy, 
rolled by six switches offering four different levels of uniform 

and controlling the electrical power for your clubhouse, sauna, site lites 

This unit ,s highly decorative and .s only 18" K 18" X b" deep, adaptable to 

either surface mounted or recessed as per your requirements 

ED 
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AG 
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lONING 
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Illuminated switches 

COURT COURT COURT 

ON OhF ,,M e r r 
^ M ON (>FF ON OFF 

OTHER 
AREAS 
ON OFF n 

SI 

a 
S2 

in 
S3 

DEVOE'S 

"LMC." 
SYSTEM 

OPERATION: 
SWITCH t\ op..ii,v : • , : . . , , , , „ ^ 

•P(s)i3(-i)ci a 

COURT 

ON 'OFF 

l iocKDa 
COURT 

5 
ON OFF 

COURT 
6 

ON OFF 

n 
OTHER 
AREAS 
ON OFF 

M a ^ - ON OFF OK. - , , , ^ « M b A S 

1 — SV^TiM •) . 

4 

J - L*iTC-i . 

SWITCH te ht»l»r «„n,-„o , - - , o „ . . ,K. - . 

HEATEBOPEBAUON. 

m 
Ain<:oNomoNiNG 

NOTICE 
WHEN POWER FAILURE 
OCCURS OR TO RESET = 

n 
C3 Q 

"^i?l Decorative Size 
^ ^ * 18"X18"X5" Q H V O E TENNIS SYSTEMŜ  

stern Avenue, 
carlstadt. N J 0 7 0 7 : C O I ! 935-2300 
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FOUR-WALL INDOOR HANDBALL COURT 
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SECTION B-B 

SECTION C-C 
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/32" LOCK-TITE' INSTALLATION DETAIL 27/32" LOCK-TITE• INSTALLATION DETAIL 

Ijleavy^duty 16 ga. clip 

3^8" 16-gauge channel 

Steel anchor 

Blanket Sf-a I 
Under laymiTit 

Membrane 
Waterproofing 

Hoavy-<Juty '6 ga. clip 
3/8 16-gauge channel 

Steel arKhor 

Blanket Seal 
Urvlefl.i>"̂ <-" 

Membrane Waterproofing 

ECIFICATIONS FOR ROBBINS LOCK-TITE^ FLOOR SYSTEM 
PE 
'urnlshing of material and complete installation of the LOCK-TITE floor 
>m, Including the placement of the BLANKETSEAL underlayment over 
oncrete subf looring, the placement of channels and perimeter molding, 
ell as laying, sanding, painting of game lines, and finishing of the 
ing is included under the wood flooring branch of work. 
CRETE SUBFLOORS 
general contractor shall install and finish the concrete subfloors In 
sto receive the LOCK-TITE floor system, depressing the slab 1-7/16" 
4" for 27/32" thickness) to accommodate the wood floor construction, 
slab shall be steel troweled to true level; maximum variation permitted 
be plus or minus 1/8" in a 10 foot radius, subject to the approval of 

wood flooring contractor. High areas shall be ground down and low 
i filled in with approved leveling compounds. All work required to put 
soncrete subfloors in acceptable condition shall be the responsibility 
8 general contractor. Concrete subfloor shall be instrument-checked 
straight edge checked by flooring contractor and any discrepancies 
rted to general contractor for correction. 
IKING CONDITIONS 
wood flooring specified herewith shall not be installed until all masonry, 
ering, tile, marble and terrazzo work is completed, and overhead 
lanical trades have finished in wood floor areas, 
subfloor shall be dry, free from foreign materials and turned over to 
ontractor broom-clean. Moderate room temperature of 65 degrees or 
> shall be maintained a week preceding and throughout the duration 
e work. Flooring shall be installed at a moisture content of not more 
8 per cent as tested by the flooring contractor using an electric meter 
)TURE PRECAUTIONS 
following preventive measures shall be taken to minimize the effects 
jisture: 
oncrete subfloors on or below grade shall be adequately waterproofed 
«th and at the perimeter of the slab, and on the outside of below grade 

dequate ventilation shall be provided to prevent excessive humidity in 
oom in which the floor is installed. 
E: Moisture in any form (spillage, migration through the slab or walls, 
jh humidity levels) in the proximity of maple flooring will be absorbed 
dividual flooring strips. As moisture is absorbed, the strips will attempt 
large: but the LOCK-TITE clips will hold them in place and resist buck-
Excessive moisture will, however, cause the individual stnps to cup. 
I the moisture content is reduced, cracks will show up where the wood 
een compressed. 

aSrialf slial^lle f^uTS^hed by Robbins Flooring Company and installed 
:ordance with the latest installation instructions 
nels: 16 guage zinc plated steel. < </o i,w.Ko« i«no 
Ofs: 3/8 inch diameter flat head '"'"l^T^'VJlV^'.^^^^^JS^ cell 
JKFT<;PAL iJnderlavment 1/2" x 48" x 120 multicellular, ciosea ceil, 
l e S P y X e S f p f f i l o a m having a sKin/easonablystnooth and free 
lace dirt. The sheet will be essentially f r w ^ ^SSisiW^DS ? M ^ 3 
irties: Cell Size mm. Method. ASTM D-2956. Density, pet z 33 3. 
1 ^ M u a e zinc plated steel clips shall have onefull length holding 

h i l S » ?hanT?n? hin width with an engaging projection or protections 

'^'^fo^iJlf «r 97/32" (specify wtiich) thtek by 2-1/4" wide, specify 
_ 33 /32 or ^J/^^^^J^„a-gToove and end-matched, graded 

. kiln dried c o n t . n u o u j w n g u ^ n « j ^ ^.^^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^^^.^ ^^^^ ^ 
, ° ^ ^ JI!1 Bobbins Flooring Company 
factured by " ^ P T X S T I O N A U 
UM TREATING l ° 7 Vr^acuum treated by the DRI-VAC method with 
T ITE "oo""?,! , | *e Each bundle shall be stamped with the olficial -T T t TIOtHi"« -• - - ^ 

DLIFE preservative Each 

treating plant number, and a certificate attestir>g to the vacuum treating 
must lie furnished for each shipment of flooring. 

SANDING 
The surface of the wood floors shall t>e machine sanded smooth and level 
with coarse, medium and fine grades of sandpaper and the edges shall be 
sanded to match. A final disc sanding is recommended 
FLOOR FINISHING 
Finishing shall t>e in accordance with the architect's specifk:ations The 
finish to t>e used is best selected from two distinct types: a penetratir>g 
sealer which leaves practically no film on the surface or a heavy solid-type 
finish which provides a high luster and protective film. In selecting the type 
of finishing treatment it is well to consider whether the building is to be 
used for public functions or exclusively for gymnasium type activities. The 
penetrating type sealer does not show traffic wear as readily as the film 
type: however, the latter has higher reflective properties, enhances the 
appearance and is less susceptible to rubberburning. 

GAME LINE MARKINGS 
Court lines and area markings shall t>e made on the installed surface as 
specified on the plans or directed in the contract. 
FLOOR PLATES 
Flush latch-type floor plates are recommended for dividing nets. Flush 
screw-type floor plates are recommended for game standards. 
PERIMETER MOLDINGS 
Install standard LOCK-TITE clear maple molding at all perimeter walls Nail 
molding directly to the floor using 1" long finishing nails spaced 12" oc 
Cut all joints at a 45 degree angle and double nail. Drill molding to avoid 
splitting and set nails with nail punch. Fill all nail holes with plastic wood 
prior to sanding and finishing in accordance with the finish specified for 
the floor. 
FLOOR CONTRACTOR 
The complete installation of the LOCK-TITE floor system as described in 
the scope of these specifications, shall be carried out by a qualified wood 
floor contractor, approved by the manufacturer, and shall t>e performed in 
accordance with the most recent installation instructions of the manufacturer 

MATERIALS WARRANTY 
Robbins Flooring Company hereby warrants the LOCK-TITE n^terial to be 
free from manufacturing defects for a period of one year 
This Warranty does not cover damage caused in whole or in part by casualty. 
ordinary wear and tear, abuse, use for which ttte material is not designed, 
faulty construction of the building, settlement of the buildirig walls, failure 
of other contractors to adhere to specifications, separation of the corK:rete 
slab, and excessive moisture from humidity, spillage, migration through the 
slab or walls, or any other source 
THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES. EXPRESS
ED OR IMPLIED. INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TQ ANY WARRArj^y 
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 
AND OF ANY OTHER OBLIGATION ON THE PART OF ROBBINS FLOOR
ING COMPANY 
This Warranty constitutes the only Warranty made by Robtxns and is a 
complete and exclusive statement of the obligations of Robbins Robbins 
makes no representatior^. expressed or implied not specified herein Any 
and all representations, promises, warranties or statements by Robbins 
that differ in any manner from the terrrvs of this written Warranty shall be of 
no force or effect 

In the event of breach of any warrant> rhe liability o' K,.>bb<ns shall t>« 
limited to repairing or replacing L O C K - T I T [ materia' and system comporv 
ents supplied bv Robbins arxJ proven to h«' le'octive m manufacture and 
shall not include any other damages either <i re^ ' or consequential 



LUMBIA UNIVERSITY RESILIENCY TESTS REPRESENTATIVE IRONBOUNO* INSTALLATIONS 

TESTA TESTB TEST C 

ketch showing method used by Columbia University in 
etermining the relative resiliency underfoot of IRON-
lOUND floors cushioned with corkboard. as compared 
rith standard nailed floor construction. 

ESTA. .1.00 TESTB. . . 1.40 TESTC. .1.87 

IHOCK ABSORPTION UNDER 200 LB. LOAD APPLICATION 
1APLE FL(X)RING RELATIVE 
ONSTRUCTION SHOCK ABSORPTION 
\/ith subfloor on sleepers 1.0 midway between sleepers 
>afne 0.57 directly over sleeper 
\/ithout subfloor on sleepers 1.40 midway between sleepers 
>ame 0.57 directly over sleeper 
)n 1/2' corkboard .. 1.87 at all points 
)n1"corkboard 2.24 at all points 

INDUSTRIAL 
International Business 
Machines Corp 
International Harvester Co 
American Brands 
Remington Rand Co 
Sears. Roebuck & Co 
General Electric Co 
Chrysler Corp. 
Ford Motor Co 
General Motors Corp 
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co 
National Biscuit Co. 
Holsum Bakery 
Continental Baking Co. 
Langendorf United Bakers, Inc. 
Klopman Mills 

David Freare Biscuit C o . 
Montreal. Que 
Chicago Tribuf>e 
Miami Daily News 
Des Moines Register 
Washington Post 
R J Reynolds 
P Lorillard Co 
Hershey Chocolate Co 
Burlington Industries 

ATHLETIC 
Tulane University 
Brandeis University 
University of Rhode Island 
University of Detroit 
Michigan State University 

•ECIFICATIONS FOR ROBBINS IRONBOUND FLOOR SYSTEM 
3PE 
I furnishing of materials and complete installation of the IRONBOUND 
NTINUOUS STRIP flooring system including vaporproofing. sanding. 
shing and all game line markings. 
NCRETE SUBFLOORS 
icrete subfloors should t>e sufficiently depressed to accomodate the 
)NBOUND floor system. Concrete subfloor shall be furnished to the 
itractor broom-clean and finished smooth, straight and level to where 
maximum tolerance is plus or minus 1/8" in a 10 foot radius. Leveling 
he concrete floor shall t>e the responsibility of the general contractor 
h spots shall be ground level and low spots shall be filled with an ap-
ved leveling compound. 
RKING CONDITIONS 
) wood flooring specified herewith shall not be installed until all masonry, 
itering. tile, marble and terrazzo work is completed and overhead 
:hanical trades have finished in wood floor areas. 
I subfloors shall be dry, free from foreign materials and turned over to 
contractor broorrvclean. Moderate room temperature of 65 degrees or 
re shall be maintained a week preceding and throughout the duration of 

1STURE PRECAUTIONS 
I following preventive measures shall be taken to minimize the effects 
noisture: 
Concrete subfloors on or below grade shall be adequately waterproofed 
leath and at the perimeter of the slab, and on the earth side of below 
do wslls. 
Dampproof ing shall be installed above the slab by the flooring contractor 
ig two-plys of 15 lb. asphalt saturated felt, each set in mastic with edges 
ted and joints offset. . . 
Adequate ventilation shall be provided to prevent excessive humidity 
f)e room in which the floor is installed. ^... , ,. ,, 
TE: Moisture in any form (spillage, migration through the slab or walls, or 
t\ humidity levels) in the proximity of maple flooring will be absorbed by 
individual flooring strips. As moisture is absorbed, the strips enlarge, 
sing the entire floor to expand. Excessive moisture wi I cause the floor 
Ixpand to the point of buckling and individual stnps will cup. 
vkJe^a'SJua?i°e^xpan8ion voids approxirrwtely 1/32" per foot to a maxi-
m 1-1/2" on all sides of rooms, at thresholds a ! ^ « ; ° " " ^ , f ° ' " " l " ^ " ^ 
manent fixtures Cover voids with cove base, wood or metal shoemolds. 
S S or riel^l f1l<f Slates. The finished • ' ^ ; „ 7 " ^ ' ^ ; ; t J ° 3 ^ ° i ; V S S ; " 
iththese items;therefore neversecurethemto«c«r or butt against floor 
are expansion voids cannot be covered, insert yeltowcokwo^^^^^ 
ssible material in the exposed voids f^dwndsrnocjh flush w i t h ^ 
te in Equipment lnstane^^Sp«:.fK:at.onsma^f.^^^^^^^^ 

n n ^ ^ o ^ ^ c F e T J n r e ' r v ^ S S f S ^ r T c u t away from lag bases and pre. 

on made for expansion.) 

^n m^M^r!^?N'ScONTl?r^^^ STRIP manufactured by Robbins and all IRONBOUND CON MNuyu^ instructions and recommenda-
trict accordance r j * ; ^ 5 ^ ' , n Accordance with MFMA standards In-Flooring shall be gradeajnaoco^^^ ^̂ ^̂  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ suitable mastic 

in full bed of IRON-

JND nr«st'c inteTlocj|ed wa ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^.^ thickness, face 
end joints stagoerea m »« _̂̂ ^ „^r«i 

.. . » •»- oKnii he manufactured with flat 
jual stnps s l ^ a ' ^ . ^ f in end abutting courses in run oea on murM-
tsses and shall oe laKj , ^^^„ ^ j ^ , gpiines in long lengths. 
JNDn^st icm'er lo^^^^ 

' '^ ' '^" 'm r e f i ^ o S ^ S f a l l approved 1/2 maximum resiiiein-y_^ ^^ .^ m«»tic bet 
ssilient und 
:rete subf lex 

corktxMrd. impregnated cork 
between IRONBOUND floor and 

able 

bleachers are installed, use 1/2" exterior glued plywood in place of cork
board in an area 4' wide from the walls, for the full length of the area covered 
by the stacked bleachers. For added resiliency when corkboard is to be 
eliminated, specify CORKUSHION' mastic, (a cutt>ack asptialt fortified with 
cork granules 50 per cent by volume) 

VACUUM TREATING (OPTIONAL) 
IRONBOUNDflooring shall be vacuum treated by the DRI-VAC method with 
WOODLIFE preservative. Each bundle shall be stamped with the offk:ial 
treating plant number, and a certificate attesting to the vacuum treating 
must be furnished for each shipment of flooring. 

SANDING 
The surface of the wood floors shall t>e machine sanded smooth and level 
with coarse, medium and fine grades of sandpaper and the edges shall t>e 
sanded to match. A final disc sanding is recommended. 

FLOOR FINISHING 
Finishing shall be in accordance with the architect's specifk:ations. The 
finish to be used is best selected from two distinct types: a penetrating 
sealer which leaves practically no film on the surface or a heavy solid-type 
finish which provides a high luster and protective film. In selectir>g the type 
of finishing treatment it is well to consider whether the building is to be 
used for public functions or exclusively for gymnasium type activities. The 
penetrating type sealer does not show traffic wear as readily as the film 
type: however, the latter has higher reflective properties, enhances the 
appearance and is less susceptible to rubberburning 

GAME LINE MARKINGS 
Court lines and area markings shall be made on the installed surface as 
specified in the plans or directed in the contract 

FLOOR CONTRACTOR 
The complete installation of the IRONBOUND floor system as described 
in the scope of these specifications, shall t>e carried out by a qualified 
wood floor contractor, approved by the manufacturer, and shall t>e per
formed in accordance with the most recent installation instructions of the 
manufacturer 

MATERIALS WARRANTY 
Robbins Flooring Company hereby warrants the IRONBOUND material to 
t>e free from manufacturing defects for a period of one year 
This Warranty does not cover damage caused in whole or in part by casualty 
ordinary wear and tear, abuse, use for which the material is not designed, 
faulty construction of the building, settlement of the building walls, failure 
of other contractors to adhere to specifications, separation of the concrete 
slab, and excessive moisture from humidity, spillage, migration through the 
slab or walls, or any other source 
THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES. EXPRESS
ED OR IMPLIED. INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY .VARRAN'Y 
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
AND OF ANY OTHER OBLIGATION ON THE PART OF ROBBINS FLOOR
ING COMPANY 
This Warranty constitutes the only Warranty made t>y Robbins and is a 
complete and exclusive statement of the obiigatioos of Robb<ns Robbms 
makes no representations, expressed or implied not specified herein Any 
and all representations, promises, warranties or statv^ments by Robb<ns 
that differ in any manner from the terms o< this written Warranty shall t>e of 
no force or effect 

In the event ol bireach of any warranty the liability ol Robbms s^all be 
limited to repairing or replacing IRONBOUND material and system com
ponents supplied by Robbins and proven lo bo defective in rr^anutacture 
and stiall rxM include any other damages either direct or cooseouentiai 
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^ECIFICATIONS FOR ROBBINS PERMACUSHION^ FLOOR SYSTEMS 
tollov^ir^g specifications apply to all three PERMACUSHIONSyS-^su^^ |-LUUM CDY^ I t M ^ 
IPE 
furnishing of materials and complete installation of the (Tvoe I PERMAr 
JHION Panel System. Type II PERMACUSHION Sleeper System and 
i III PERMACUSHION Sleeper Subfloor System) in^udihg surtSe 
jr proofing as well as sanding, finishing, and all game markinos 
ICRETE SUBFLOORS ** 
Crete subfloor shall be furnished to the contractor broom-clean and 
ihed smooth, straight, and level to where the maximum tolerance is 
I or minus 1/8" in a 10-foot radius. Leveling of the concrete subfloor 
I be the responsibility of the general contractor. High spots shall be 
ind level and low spots shall be filled with an approved leveling com-
nd. Slab depressions for PERMACUSHION Floor Systems: 
»I Panel System (two layers of plywood)—1-3/8" plus the thickness of 
Tiaple flooring specified. 
> II Sleeper System—1-7/8" plus the thickness of the maple flooring 
:ified. 
HII Sleeper Subfloor System—1 -7/8" plus the thickness of the subfloor 
maple flooring specified. 
niUNG CONDITIONS 
wood flooring specified herewith shall not t>e installed until all masonry. 
taring, tile, marble and terrazzo work is completed, and overhead 
:hanical trades have finished in wood floor areas. 
subfloor shall be dry, free from foreign materials and turned over to the 
iractor broom-clean. Moderate room temperature of 65 degrees or 
e shall be maintained a week preceding and throughout the duration of 
work. 
8TURE PRECAUTIONS 
following preventive measures should be taken to minimize the effect 
loisture: 
k>ncrete subfloors on or below grade shall be adequately waterproofed 
sath and at the perimeter of the slab, and on the earth side of below 
le walls. 
>ampproofing shall t̂ e installed above the slab by the flooring contractor 
g two-plys of 15 lb. asphalt saturated felt, each set in mastic with edges 
Bd and joints offset. Care must be taken to preserve a non-tacky surface. 
r\\\ polyethylene can also be used as a dampproofing membrane. 
wiequate ventilation shall be provided to prevent excessive humidity 
e room in which the floor is installed. 
'E: Moisture in any form (spillage, migration through the slab or walls. 
igh humidity levels) in the proximity of maple flooring will t>e absorbed 
ie individual flooring strips. As moisture is at>sorbed. the strips enlarge 
ling the entire floor to expand. Excessive moisture will cause the floor 
(pand to the point of buckling and individual strips will cup. 
ERIALS AND INSTALLATION 
laterials shall be furnished by the Robbins Flooring Company. Memphis. 
lessee, and installed in accordance with the latest installation in-
rtions. Flooring shall be graded in accordance with MFMA standards. 
E l -PERMACUSHION PANEL SYSTEM 
•rials-PERMACUSHION pads shall be 3/8" x 2-1/4" x 3" resilient 
matenal with six fully enclosed air channels per pad. The subfloor 
consist of two layers of 1/2" x 4' x 8' exterior glued plywood. The 

layer shall have PERMACUSHION pads attached to the bottom side 
oximately 12" on center. Install the lower panels so that the long sides 
Mirallel with the long dimension of the room. The second layer of the 
ood shall be tacknailed to the first layer at a diagonal or at nght angles 
11" power cleats or 1" 13 gauge staples. Lap panels so that no joint will 
ver any joint in the first layer. Allow a 2" expansion void at all walls and 
Ml obstructions and 1 /4'^ between all panels at sides and ends 
• * GrMlas- In gymnasium, stages, and shops, specify thickness face 
1 and arade of maole desired. Strip flooring is to be run parallel with 

i i ^ iSnt fo^cTth '^^c ima l lowing a 2" e-P^^'^'^.^^'«JLJaTe'Sirnl 
cal obstructions. In other areas where it is desirable to have a r e s H ^ 

^'zr^'' ^'n\' •^'i,ii?!r'c%'S ''s^ t.irs^ST-?sis'<!;ra'S 
2S'::^Z?ESMSf^s!&^^'^^et. Pleasecont«:. Robbins 
ring for detail speciftoations. C V C T P M 

ine kiln dried ^ f " J ^ ^ n d per cubk: foot retention with PERMA-
9d to a rninirnum 2 ^ T J d ^ the underside at approximately 12-
" " ^ ^ . T f i l ^ ? ! f^al? n S T ^ g e r than 4- Sleepers shall be installed 

° id l 2^on center with joints offset Allow a 2" expansion VOKI 

li^lls and vertical obstrudlk)^^ ^ ^^^^ thfckness. lace 

, ft O r g i e s - i n ^y 'SJJi^p ftooring desired (if 25/32" flooring is used, . and grade of mapjej inp^ w ^ ni ^ ^^^^^^^ ̂  ^^^^^^ ̂ ^^ , ^ ^ ^p 
M C U S H I O 
»nter). Floo 
er Flooring 

ON 
o m 

TYPE l l l -PERMACUSHION SLEEPER SUBFLOOR SYSTEM 
Materials-PERMACUSHION pads shall be 3/8" x 2-1/4 " x 3" resilient PVC 
material with six fully enclosed air chanr>el8 per pad Nominal 2" x 3" x 4' 
fir or pine kiln dried PERMACUSHION floor sleepers shall be DRI-VAC 
treated to a minimum 2 lb per cubk; foot retention with PERMACUSHION 
resilient pads secured to the underside at approximately 12" on centers 
Sleepers shall t>e installed end-to-end 1/4" apart on the er>ds ar>d laid 
across the short dimension of the area spaced 12" on centers with offset 
Allow a 2" expansion void at all walls and vertical ob6tructk>rw Subfloor 
shall consist of 1/2" x 4' x 8' C /D grade exterior glued plywood Install 
the sut>f looring so tliat the long sides of the plywood are parallel to the long 
dimension of the room The subfloor shall be securely nailed to the sleepers 
using 1" power cleats or 1". 13 gauge staples. allowir>g 1 /A" expansion void 
t^etween all panels at sides and ends. Ends of panels shall fall over sleepers 
Allow a 2" expansion void at all walls and vertical ot)structlons 
Areas and Grades—In gymnasiums, stages, aryj shops specify thickr>ess. 
face width and grade of maple strip flooring desired Floorir>g is to be se
curely nailed to each PERMACUSHION sleeper Flooring is to t>e laid 
parallel to the long dimension of the room 

VACUUM TREATING (OPTIONAL) 
PERMACUSHION flooring shall be vacuum treated by the DRI-VAC 
method with WOODLIFE preservative. Each bundle shall be stamped with 
the otPicial treating plant number, and a certificate attesting to the vacuum 
treating must be furnished for each shipment of flooring 

SANDING 
The surface of the wood floors shall be machine sanded smooth aruj level 
with coarse, medium and fine grades of sandpaper and the edges shall be 
sanded to match. A final disc sanding is recommended 

FLOOR FINISHING 
Finishing shall tie in accordance with the architect's specifk:ations The 
finish to be used is best selected from two distinct types: a penetrating 
sealer which leaves practically no film on the surface or a heavy solid-type 
finish which provides a high luster and protective film In selecting the type 
of finishing treatment it is well to consider whether the building is to be 
used for public functions or exclusively for gymnasium type activities The 
penetrating type sealer does not show traffic wear as readily as the film 
type; however, the latter has higher reflective properties, enhances the 
appearance and is less susceptible to rubberburning. 

GAME LINE MARKINGS 
Court lines and area markings shall be made on ttie installed surface as 
specified on the plans or directed in the contract 

PERIMETER BASE 
Install at the perimeter, to cover expansion void. 3" x 4" ventilating type 
base. Color is to be (specify either black or brown) The t}ase is to be at
tached to the wall using plastic Rawl plugs and metal screws or adhesives 
Screw heads must t>e countersunk and the color must match that of the base 

FLOOR CONTRACTOR 
The complete installation of tfie PERMACUSHION floor system as descri tied 
in the scope of these specifications, shall be carried out t>y a qualified 
wood floor contractor, approved by the manufacturer, and shall be per
formed in accordance with the most recent installation instructions of the 
manufacturer 

MATERIALS WARRANTY 
Robbins Flooring Company hereby warrants the PERMACUSHION material 
to t>e free from manufacturing defects for a period of one year 
This Warranty does not cover damage caused in whole or m part by casualty, 
ordinary wear and tear, abuse, use for which the material is not designed. 
faulty construction of the building, settlement of the txjilding walls failure 
of other contractors to adhere to specifications, separation of the corx:rete 
slab, and excessive moisture from humidity, spillage migration through the 
slab or walls, or any ottver source 
THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES. EXPRESS
ED OR IMPLIED. INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY 
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A P A R T I C L I AH PURPOSE 
AND OF ANY OTHER OBLIGATION ON THE PART OF ROBBINS FLOOR
ING COMPANY 
This Warranty constitutes the only Warranty made by Robbins and .s a 
complete and exclusive statement of the obiiga'txts of Rot)b«ns Robbins 
makes no representations, expressed or implied not specified herein Any 
and all representations, promises, warranties or statements Ijy Robbms 
that differ in any manr>er from ttie terms of this written \*.' v intv st̂ all t>e of 
no force or effect 
In the event of tKeach of any warranty. tt>e liability .̂ ' Mr>bt><ns shall be 
limited to repairing or replacir>g PERMACUSHION rriaienai ari,i <;v<»em 
componerrts supplied by Robbms and proven to be detti ! .»• ir> - jiHjti^c 
ture. arnl sttall not include any at^^t^'' damages pitht" ] ( •<• .•» riin«ie 
quential 
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DIRECT TO MASONRY 
This type of installation em
ploys F-62-SP panels which 
are attached direct to the ma
sonry wall, using mechanical 
fasteners for initial hold with 
final attachment being accom
plished by the use of construc
tion adhesive. 

FURRED SYSTEM 
The use of Steel Furring Chan
nels of various sizes has been de
veloped because of the obvious 
advantages offered by steel fab
rication. Our "Modular Steel" 
Framing System attached to ma
sonry walls offers the most effi
cient method for a STRAIGHT 
and PLUMB surface for install
ing 62-P Panels, (see page 10 for 
full description) Furring channels 
are attached to masonry walls as 
required for structural design. 
This system eliminates the plumb
ing of each stud and insures a true 
playing surface. 

FREE STANDING SYSTEM 
This system of self-supporting 
walls is today's most advanced 
method for court construction 
and the use of our "Modular 
Steel" Framing System gives max
imum benefits. The only points 
of attachment required for these 
studs is in the floor and ceiling 
channels. Erection is facilitated by 
their full length and pre-cut di
mension. In multi-court construc
tion, these steel studs form their 
own divider walls, providing addi
tional saving in total cost per 
court. 

STANDARD USE OF SPLINE-To a s s u r e 
flush fit of all Wall Panels, wf have devel
oped a medium density polyethylene plastic 
spline in an off white color, designed to our 
specificatioris. It is impervious to moisture 
conditions. Spline is ' H ' X I " cross section 
with tapered edge for easy insertion into the 
groove provided in the panel. Drawing be
low shows application to panels. 

All wall panels are pre-bored and counter-
bored as attachment points for mechanical 
fasteners and then covered with a ' 2 " plug 
of panel material. 

SPLINE PLASTIC 

Schematic view of grooved and 
spUned toaU panel* before ttutaUatia 

CEILING — The game of Handball uses a 
playable ceiling but no ceiling is required 
for Singles or Doubles Squash Courts. Where 
ceilings are needed, we use a standard 7 16" 
panel with color to match our side wall and 
door panels. It is available for Squash Courts 
too if desired. 

[ We offer clients and architects a full 
of lighting, air movement, humi 
temperature control data upon req 
this office. 

full range "I 
(dity and I 
equest to I 

f FRt 

INSIDE DIMENSIONS OR ROOM SIZE FOR THREE WALL SYSTEMS 

Systems 

FREE STANDING 

FURRED SYSTEM 

DIRECT TO MASONRY 

Singles Squash Doubles Squash Handball 

19'3%"x32'9%" 
18'll%"x32'5%' 
18'8%"x32'2%" 

2 5 ' 9 % " X 45 '9%' 

2 5 ' 5 % " X 4 5 ' 5 % ' 

25 '238"x45 '2^8 ' 

20 '9 ' s ' X 4 0 O ' > H " 

20'5 b ' x ; j ^ 8 " 

20 ' . & " x 4 0 ' ? ^ " 



TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 

'•62 Pi. JO 

• ' -'. C€iL yo jo/sr - / / 

CORNER ANGLE 
This corner angle, 2%" x 2%" x 
3/16", used with Free Standing 
System only. It is attached to 
the corner studs with W' bolt 
as shown, providing a sturdy, 
leadily iiufcaUed assembly. 
For use with either modular 
or loose steel framing. 

CORNER ANGLE 
Another view of comer angle 
installation used only in Free 
Standing System. 

CEILING 
SPECIAL 
DETAILS 

b)lO\%-S (I<'t.lll u f 
metal >tiKls .ind 
ceiling joists. 

Shows stud set 
in metal runner 
at floor level. 

M . 

FRAME 

2' «" -

DOOR 

M 

2"2)i" 
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000000000000000000000 
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TELL TALE 
Tell Tale shown above is used 
only for Squash Courts and 
installed as indicated. 

/Vefa/f¥oik 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
With shipment of all compon
ents, complete cJetailctI in
structions for installation .in 
included. This covers A\ of tin-
three 62-P S> stems nu liidint; 
courts of sjn I i.il (iesieii 



SUGGESTED S P E C I F I C A T I O N S 

OPE OF WORK 
[mish all niatenals for Handball, Squa.sh and all tvp.s 
courts as designed by the Recreation Division. D. B 
T ^ -S «o S " ' ^ ' ' " ^ ' "^^"S F-62-SP panel system in-
lu'i^^o c i "^f" P^"^^^' ^*^el «t"ds, solid core door 
th J?-b^-bP panels on both sides, ceiling panels where 
?mred, steel joists, structural adhesive, self-drilling 
•ews, Tell Tales for Squash Courts and flooring as 
Bcified. 

JILDING PREPARATION 
lilding itself MUST be dry with a room temperature 
d relative humidity approximately the same at which 
e OWNER shall maintain the COURTS following 
mpletion of same. Temperature and humidity factors 
all be maintained by the GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
d/or the OWNER for a period of at least two weeks 
eceding and throughout the period of COURT 
STALLATION. 

^NELS 
1 wall panels shall be 1-3/16" thickness in accordance 
th standards established by Recreation Division, D. B. 
ampton & Company. All panels to be square edged 
id milled edges to be accurate 90° angles for fitting 
gether .leaving a very fine line at joints. All panels to 
I pre-bored and counterbored for attachment to either 
sel studs, or masonry walls, with self-tapping sheet 
etal screws or mechanical fasteners. 

UDS 
eel studs shall conform to specifications for metal studs 
id shall be galvanized. Size of steel studs shall be as 
ecified on standard drawings of Recreation Division, 
B. Frampton & Company or as designed for a non-

jndard application. On a front wall, all studs to be 
aced five studs to a 4' panel; one at each edge of panel 
id three others 12" on center, forming a double stud 
each 4' panel edge. All other wall studs to be placed 

ur studs to a 4' panel; one at each edge of panel and 
'0 others 16" on center, forming a double stud at each 
panel edge, thus allowing the joint stud to be adjusted 
insure a flush joint. All studs shall be fastened to bot-
n and top runner channel of same manufacture as 
ids, using No. 8 x %" sheet metal screws on both sides 
studs. (Note: Precise spacing of studs to exact 4'-0" 
)dules is extremely important.) 

iSTENING DEVICES 
[ panels shall be attached to steel studs or masonry 
11 with no less than 6 self-drilling screws or toggb 
Its, Dynabolts" or other acceptable mechanical fasten-
i through pre-drilled holes in the panels. Each stud 
ist have a ribbon of structural adhesive the full length 
the panel. On masonry, the same holes shall be pre-
lled with adh<M^< '̂ placed behind each hole in a pad 
plumbing of each panel. 

ILING 
ling whiM> 
!ts, runnii 'u 
plate, an.! 
Bws. o ^ ^̂ ^ ^ ,^.^^ .^ placed so that there arc two 
lanel, one • ^, ^^^ leveling the joint of the 
ting JOlst^ ai 

required, shall consist of 6". 16 gauge 
.,,.rc).ss the court from top of plate to top 

a t taJ ied to top plate with sheet metal 
ilaced 16" on center and at end of an 

! panels. Panels are applied to joi.sti using structural ed-
hesive i.s before specified, anH sheet metal screws Hole 
IS reamcrl for surface a'tachment u, the steel joist 
Screws are three to each 4 width of panel at e;u h j..,st 

DOOR & FRAME 
Door of all handball and s(|uash courts shall Ix- a com
plete unit, consisting of solid oak frame and .MH with 
three concealed -220 Soss hinges, pre-drilled and at
tached to frame and door. Door consists of solid l^s" 
birch core, with a laminate of 7 16"—62-P panel on each 
face, total of 2>2" in thickness. Vision panel shall be 
Plexiglass or equal, fish eye or peep slot, flush with the 
inside of court. Brunner locksct is to be used on ecu it 
side and to be flush. Door is pre-hung but unit must 
be set plumb and rigidly attached in rough opening. 
When location permits, double-stud framing shall be 
used for door openings. 

FLOORS 
Regardless of the type of floor to be installed, specitita-
tions covering concrete slab are very important and 
should provide that the concrete subfloor shall be fur
nished to the contractor broom-clean and finished 
smooth, straight, and level to where the maximum 
tolerance is 'H" in a 10 foot radius. Leveling of the con
crete subfloor shall be the responsibility of the general 
contractor. High spots shall be ground level and low 
spots shall be filled with an approved leveling com
pound. Our recommendation is the use of 33/32 North
ern Hard Maple, 2 /̂4" face flooring. We are partial to 
the Permacushion wood floor by Robbins" and the 
Mastic Cushion System as produced by Connor Forest 
Industries. 

Synthetic floors can also be obtained, such as 3M, 
"Tartan," or equal. 

FLOOR FINISHES AND STRIPING 
All wood floor surfaces and all floor and wall striping 
shall conform with Association specifications. 

TELL-TALE 
Top edge shall be 17" above and parallel to the floor, and 
shall be as close as possible to the front wall and still 
permit vibration to make a pinging sound when struck 
by the ball. In no case may the tell-tale extend more than 
IV2" from the front wall. Tell-tales are so constructed 
that 4 panels will span a single squash court and 6 
panels will span a double squash court. 

FINAL PLUGGING AND CLEAN UP 
Go back o\er the entire court to see that all joints are 
flush and at this tune plug all holes with F-(i2-SP jiaru 1 
material, using a whit.> glue for scnuring the plugs in 
place. At this time wipe all wall-- down, u.sint; < ither a 
mild detergent or an odorless mineral spirit Clean ofl 
all .surplus glue or adhesive. 

MAINTENANCE 
Since panels are pre-finished, SUIMI must be main
tained by cleaning with mild soap 01 (!• • i:- nt to i- • 
ball marks or similar markings. Stiiih r MI.-I' .̂  :ii.,-, 
require use of odorless mineral spiiit- I: r.st.nu. 
shall abrasi\e cleaners or pads Ix* enip! \< . 

7 
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DEVOE'S 
HANDBALL/SQUASH COURT 
LIGHTING SYSTEMS 
(with the high performance 6 lamp unit) 

DESIGNED FOR AL L TYPES OF CEILINGS 

BULLETIN HSC 

HE#1 MANUFACTURER OF 
IGHTING SYSTEMS FOR 
iANDBALL AND SQUASH 
AGILITIES 

GLARELESS UNIFORM 
ILLUMINATION 
approximately 250 footcandles 

• UNBREAKABLE 

N 

reinforced prismatic Lexalan* lens with 
flat protective gr id, U.V. stabilized 

2 STAGE LIGHTING 
when court in use-all 6 lamps are on. 
When courts are not in use-only partial 
lamps are on. . . for economical operation 

DEVOE, the #1 manufacturer of Environmental Systems has designed, perfected and 
proven the only lighting system available for handball or squash play . . . which 
leaves nothing to compromise. There is NO other system that eliminates disturbing, 
annoying glare. 

The specially designed protective grid does not interfere with the action of the ball in 
play. 
Manufacturing and engineering expertise of DEVOE has perfected the top en
vironmental system for these sports. 

These systems are designed to be installed in either plaster or any mechanical ceiling 
(recessed in ceiling). 
Surface mounted units are also available 
(refer to ordering information). 

Norn. 24 • 4 
If'-l)- ^—q)—o—Q-U 

HANL'BALL/SQUASH-6 LAMP SYSTEM 

Catalog 
Number 

SHH-640P 
SHH-640L 

SHS-640P 
SHS-640L 
SHS-640S 

SHD-640P 
SHD-640L 

1 SHD 6-OS 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Description 

Handball Court 
(Indoor) 

Squash (Single) Court 
(Indoor) 

Sq'ja.=;n (Double) Cou' ' 

Celling 
Type 

Plaster 
L a / - i n 

Paste.' 
Lay-m 
Surface 

Piaslc 
Lay- • 
Sor'ace 

DEVOE 
L«"ips f4:T12/CW 

SYSTEMS 

No'*' tX'^^^*^."^ * .~* »*J 

^ ^ n u e . Carlstadt. N.J 07072 (201) 935-?300 



ADDENDUM 



Environmental reasons, designated tennis court orienta

tion, utilization of the views across Lake Ray Hubbard accom

modate the criterea for the position of the clubhouse on the 

site. 

Shadows created by the afternoon summer sun influenced 

the layout of the tennis courts in relation to the clubhouse. 

The courts placed in their stepped arrangement allow for the 

summer afternoon shadow to pass by their perimeters and thus 

shade the viewing areas near the clubhouse. This was a nec

essary consideration since strong shadows across a tennis 

court create a visibility hinderance that is distracting 

to the private tennis club member. 

The gradual sloping characteristic of the site influenced 

the decision to sink the courts into the ground. This arrange

ment allowed excellent spectator viewing from the perimeters 

of the courts as well as from the clubhouse. The tennis envi

ronment is characteristic of tennis activity;as a result, 

I felt extraordinary viewing angles into the courts would 

be a contributibution to this effect. 

Actual viewing into the courts is via the north-south 

axis which places the viewers to the most convenient position 

for spectatorship of tennis activity. The east-west aixis 

of t^e courts which represents their vertical drop into the 

site allow for adequate drainage routes which otherwise would 

present an undesirable drainage situation. 

The sloped charactfirieitit>i©f£ ibe $i.ttii2iijbiaii3f-:erea.ted 



an excessive drainage situation that would cause an extended 

drying period on the courts after rainfalls. Control of this 

excessive water is provided by the integration of the parking, 

main driveway, and the building mass. As water runs from 

the upper portion of the parking lot to the embanked entrance 

driveway.most of it is channeled along the driveway into the 

street. The remaining portion travels down a special drain-

ageway located on the south side of the site»as a result, 

this solution prevents drainage on the private land which 

borders the southern property line. 

The design concept of the racquet club was to allow a 

mild separation of the active and subtle activities. This 

was accomplished by placing the active areas on the ground 

and lower levels on the south portion of the building and 

oppositely placing the subtle activities on the ground and 

upper levels of the north portion* The entrance hallway pro

vides circulatory access between the two main areasifurther

more, it emphasizes the pro shop as a focal point at the con

clusion of the hallway. I felt that the pro shop represents 

a dominant figure within the private tennis club environment; 

as a result, I reinforced this feeling by allowing the circul

ation' tp occur glppugh the two level pro shop space which 

provides viewing across the site amd to the lake. 

I felt that the environment of the indoor-outdoor swim

ming pool was detrimental to the use within am elite racquet 

club»as a result, I wanted to establish a flexible environ

ment that would be protective during the winter operation yet 
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open to the elements during the summer months. Most indoor 

pools today I feel present a gloomy environn.ent to the swim-

n̂ er. in order to provide the stimulating environment neces

sary for the private club member, an extensive planting area 

was introduced into the pool complex. 

The formal and informal dining areas were handled so 

that entertaining views of the site and lake could be enjoy

ed by the club members. Since these activities represent 

a substantial income to a private club, their location in 

relation to the best views was a high priority in the design 

process!furthermore, the highest priority was given to the 

cocktail lounge. Representative of the most consistent money

maker within the club, its position which is integrated with 

the exterior viewing deck allows for the most exciting view 

of the site and its activities. 

Rough textured wood and concrete contrasted with the 

smooth texture of the continuous walls of glass represents 

the bikilding elements and their character. This effect was 

necessary in order to soften the large scale of the building. 

One way concrete joists culminates the structure of the 

main body of the building. This system provided an effective 

solution for the 28 ft. and 1^ ft. cantilevers of the viewing 

deck and the formal dining area respectively. 

Structure within the swimming area is handled by means 

of a space frajne. Reasons for its consideration were that 

it enables the pool to function as an environmentally flexible 

space while accommodating an 80 ft. span. 

The mechanical problem imposed on.the building was such 

that I provided 3 different mechanical areas. The major 



niechanical space was located on the ground floor and provides 

low velocity air to the complete upper level and the pro shop, 

nursery, game room, and snack area of the ground level. The 

racquetball courts and locker rooms introduced special prob

lems of mechanical service due to humidity and other related 

factors created by the nature of the activities of these areas. 

In order to accommodate this problem I placed a mechanical 

space on the lower level which supplies air for the complete 

level and also the teen-age locker rooms of the ground level. 

This decision eliminated a tremendous amount of unnecessary 

ducts that otherwise would have a substaintial distsince to 

trav&l-:inL*erder-:to_seFre_the_lower level. 

I felt that the most effective system for heating the 

pool complex was by means of radiant heaters. This select

ion allowed for the heat to be placed above the activities 

that will occur in the space. This particular syatem I feel 

eliminated the humid and thus undesirable situation that is 

encountered in the heated air method that is blown into most 

pool complexes. 
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